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ABSTRACT
We consider the potential technological role of a recently predicted and dis-
covered phase of quantum matter - topological insulators (TIs), which are
characterized by an insulating bulk and topologically protected, gapless, spin-
momentum locked surface modes. Precise engineering of these gapless modes
may yield new potential materials for novel electronic devices, but many ma-
terials issues and open questions in application remain in the nascent field.
The quasiparticle dynamics of TI systems can be elegantly written in terms
of a low-energy effective momentum-space Hamiltonian, but analytic meth-
ods quickly become intractable in multifarious systems and disordered het-
erostructures which in general lack translational invariance, as momentum is
no longer a good quantum number. Computational methods possess a clear
advantage in this regime, for understanding systems in which geometry, con-
tact layout, and disorder play a dominant role.
We employ computationally intensive methods to calculate observable,
non-equilibrium transport dynamics of real-space topological systems, to
propose and identify experimental signatures of topological behavior, and
to connect interesting experimental observations to the underlying topolog-
ical properties in normal, disordered, and superconducting systems. The
customizability of these computational methods allows us to determine the
salient underlying physics involved in a number of different scenarios, in-
cluding surface transport corrugated TI channels, the Aharonov-Bohm effect
in TI nanowires, supercurrent in TI Josephson junctions, and the supercon-
ducting proximity effect and resulting transport in TI-superconductor het-
erostructures. In doing so, we expand the understanding of quantum and
mesoscopic transport in heterostructured TI systems as a first step in ex-
ploring their long-term place in novel device applications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A rich variety of states of matter can be elegantly understood by Landau’s
theory of spontaneous symmetry-breaking, a key concept of condensed matter
physics. Unique states or phases of matter arise based on the way atoms and
electrons arrange themselves in the system, governed by fundamental inter-
particle interactions. The most immediately recognizable broken-symmetry
state is that of a crystalline solid, which breaks the continuous spatial trans-
lational and rotational symmetries that would otherwise be found in a di-
lute gas, though discrete translational and rotational symmetries remain. In
like manner, ferromagnets, liquid crystals, and superconductors are states of
matter characterized by broken spin-rotational, spatial-rotational, and gauge
symmetries, respectively, in spite of the fact that the underlying interactions
among atoms and molecules in these systems retain those symmetries.
The aforementioned phases of matter are in no way an exhaustive list,
but the understanding and manipulation of such phases has profound impli-
cations in the modern technological landscape. The band theory of solids,
which is predicated on the discrete translational symmetry of crystalline ma-
terials, has been instrumental in determining electronic band structure of a
given medium, as well as identifying optimal materials for solid state devices
like transistors and photovoltaic cells. The manipulation of magnetic phases
paved the way for magnetic storage devices and magnetoresistive random-
access memory (MRAM) devices. Similarly, the nematicity of molecules in
liquid crystals, which can be modulated with electric fields, has led to the
proliferation of liquid crystal display (LCD) technology found in nearly all
modern electronic displays.
It is in this context that we consider the characterization and applicability
of a recently predicted and discovered state of quantum matter - time-reversal
invariant topological insulators (TIs) [1, 2], which are a specific subset of TI
phases. TIs are unique from symmetry-breaking phases in that they are not
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explicable in terms of a broken symmetry, but instead are defined in terms
of a symmetry protected topological (SPT) order. This classification is sim-
ilar to but distinct from states with intrinsic topological order, such as the
integer [3] and fractional [4] quantum Hall effect, which are topologically
protected and robust against local perturbations. Generally speaking, dis-
tinct topological phases cannot be smoothly deformed into one another by a
smooth deformation, with the caveat that SPT states can be deformed into
the same topologically trivial state by introducing a local perturbation that
breaks the relevant symmetry.
In this chapter, we introduce the foundational theory and survey the ex-
perimental work behind the discovery of time-reversal invariant TIs in a way
that is accessible to device engineers unfamiliar with topological field theory
or topological band theory. We begin in Section 1.1 by discussing electronic
states in conventional (topologically trivial) crystalline materials in terms of
~k · ~p perturbation theory and electronic band structure. In Section 1.2 we in-
troduce the principle of topological structure, topological invariants, and the
bulk-boundary correspondence in condensed matter systems, as evidenced by
the earliest and most readily understandable realization, the integer quantum
Hall effect. In Section 1.3, we relate topological order to the class of TIs in
two and three dimensions, highlighting the similarities and differences with
previously known topological materials, and motivation for its potential use
in topological electronic devices.
1.1 ~k · ~p Perturbation Theory
In order to understand how charge carriers flow in crystalline materials, we
must first define the Hamiltonian operator of the solid state system, Hˆ, which
is the sum of the kinetic and potential energy within the electronic system. In
general, the single-electron wave functions ψ(~r) and associated eigen-energy
E in a given periodic crystalline lattice are described by the Schro¨dinger
equation,
Hˆψn,~k(~r) = En,~kψn,~k(~r), (1.1)
where subscripts are introduced to denote that the eigenstates are defined
in terms of wave vector ~k and band index n, for reasons which will become
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clear below. The Hamiltonian of the crystal is
Hˆ =
~p2
2m
+ V (~r) +
~
4m2c2
(~σ ×∇V (~r)) · ~p, (1.2)
where pˆ ≡ −i~∇ is the canonical momentum operator, m is the mass of
the electron, ~ is the reduced Planck constant, c is the speed of light, and
V (~r) is the crystal potential brought about by atoms in the lattice. We have
explicitly included spin-orbit coupling, the third term in Eq. 1.2, as it plays
an integral role in TI materials. In that term, ~σ ≡ (σ1, σ2, σ3) is a vector
containing the Pauli spin matrices,
σ1 ≡
[
0 1
1 0
]
, σ2 ≡
[
0 −i
i 0
]
, σ3 ≡
[
1 0
0 −1
]
. (1.3)
Bloch theory exploits the discrete translational symmetry of the potential
(and, by extension, the Hamiltonian) to simplify the wave function to
ψn,~k(~r) = e
i~k·~run,~k(~r), (1.4)
where un,~k(~r) is a function with the same periodicity as the crystalline lattice.
In this picture, the momentum operator on the wave function is
pˆψn,~k(~r) = (−i~∇)ei
~k·~run,~k(~r)
= ~~kei~k·~run,~k(~r) + e
i~k·~r(−i~∇)un,~k(~r)
(1.5)
and the square of the momentum operator on the wave function is
pˆ2ψn,~k(~r) = (−i~∇)2ei
~k·~run,~k(~r)
= ~2~k2ei~k·~run,~k(~r) + 2~~k · ei
~k·~r(−i~∇)un,~k(~r) + ei
~k·~r(−i~∇)2un,~k(~r).
(1.6)
We multiply through by e−i~k·~r so that Eq. 1.2 substituted into Eq. 1.1
simplifies to(
Hˆ +
~2~k2
2m
+
~
m
~k · (pˆ+ ~~σ ×∇V
4mc2
)
)
un,~k(~r) = En,~kun,~k(~r). (1.7)
The resultant expression is thus the unperturbed Hamiltonian Hˆ and an
additional “~k · ~p” perturbation term, so-called due to its being proportional
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to ~k · ~p. The available energy states are bands dependent on ~k, identified by
band index n, hence the introduction of the subscripts on E. The relationship
of the sub-band energies vs. wave vector is known as the dispersion relation
or, equivalently, the band structure. The band structure is critical to the
characterization of electronic transport in solid state systems and will play
a critical role in our analysis of electron transport in TIs in the following
chapter.
1.2 Topological Phase in the Quantum Hall Effect
The quantum Hall (QH) regime consists of a strong out-of-plane magnetic
field (∼10 T) applied to a 2D electron gas (2DEG). At extremely low temper-
ature, the magnetic field dominates the electron dynamics so that electrons
occupy quantized, massively degenerate cyclotron orbits known as Landau
levels and exhibit anomalous transport phenomena. In this section we pro-
vide the theory behind this so-called Landau quantization and show the
emergence of a topological phase in a first quantization treatment.
1.2.1 Landau Quantization and the Quantum Hall Effect
Electrons subjected to a magnetic field have canonical momentum operator
replaced by its gauge-invariant form
~p→ ~Π = ~p+ q ~A(~r), (1.8)
where q is the charge of the electron and in the Landau gauge the vector
potential is ~A(~r) = −xˆBy such that out-of-plane magnetic field is ~B =
∇× ~A(~r) = zˆB. It is clear from the commutation relation
[Πx,Πy] = −iqB~ (1.9)
that the gauge-invariant momenta are conjugate variables. As such, we can
follow the ladder operator treatment of the quantum harmonic oscillator to
diagonalize the Hamiltonian. We form annihilation and creation operators
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by taking sums and differences of the conjugate variables,
a ≡ 1√
2qB~
(Πx − iΠy),
a† ≡ 1√
2qB~
(Πx + iΠy),
(1.10)
to obtain the usual commutation relation
[a, a†] = 1. (1.11)
The resultant Hamiltonian (ignoring crystalline potential effects) is
H(~p)→ H(~Π) = [~p+ q
~A(~r)]2
2m
=
1
2m
(Π2x + Π
2
y). (1.12)
Rewritten in terms of the ladder operators, i.e. Π2x =
qB~
2
(a + a†)2 and
Π2y =
qB~
2
(ia− ia†)2, the Hamiltonian is
H =
qB~
2
1
2m
[(a+ a†)2 + (ia− ia†)2]
=
qB~
4m
[aa+ aa† + a†a+ a†a† − aa+ aa† + a†a− a†a†]
=
qB~
2m
(aa† + a†a) =
qB~
2m
(a†a+ (1 + a†a))
=
qB~
m
(a†a+
1
2
) = ~ωc(a†a+
1
2
),
(1.13)
where in the last line we have defined the cyclotron frequency, ωc ≡ qB/m,
as the rate at which electrons revolve in a cyclotron orbit, as depicted in
Fig. 1.1. Using the definition of the number operator a†a | n〉 = n | n〉, the
available states in the QH regime are known as Landau levels with energy
En = ~ωc(n+
1
2
), (1.14)
analogous to the energy levels in a quantum harmonic oscillator. Increasing
the magnetic field strength further separates the Landau levels in energy, as
ωc ∝ B. This results in lifting more Landau levels above EF , as depicted by
the electronic density of states shown in Fig. 1.2a.
One might naively anticipate longitudinal conductance σxx ≡ Jx/Ex across
a QH system to vanish when the Fermi level is sufficiently separated from the
5
Figure 1.1: Bulk electrons in a 2DEG revolve in cyclotron orbits in the
presence of a large out-of-plane magnetic field. The interface between the
QH phase and an insulator yield chiral edge modes that cannot backscatter.
highest occupied Landau level and the lowest unoccupied Landau level and
become nonzero only when a Landau level crossed the EF , in the same way
that no (many) electronic states exist near the Fermi level in an insulator
(metal). However, von Klitzing et al. [5] showed that longitudinal resistivity
vanishes and the Hall conductance, ratio of transverse current to longitudinal
electric field, plateaus at integer values of conductance quanta correlating to
the number of filled Landau levels,
σxy ≡ jy
Ex
= ν
q2
h
, (1.15)
where ν ∈ Z is the filling factor, i.e. the number of Landau levels below EF
(Z denotes the set of integers). This quantization of the Hall conductance
to integer values of conductance quanta, as shown in Fig. 1.2, is known as
the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE). The IQHE was first shown exper-
imentally in 1980 and is a landmark discovery in condensed matter physics
for its ability to evaluate the fine-structure constant and the quantum of
conductance with extremely high precision (0.11 ppm).
Figure 1.1 depicts the reasoning behind the quantized Hall conductance
of Eq. 1.15. The bulk of a QH system consists of purely localized states
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Figure 1.2: (a) Electronic density of states in the QH regime form Landau
levels that increase in magnitude proportionately to out-of-plane magnetic
field. (b) Longitudinal and Hall resistance vs. magnetic field. Each
occupied Landau level contributes an additional q2/h to the Hall
conductance but are successively pushed above the Fermi level with
increasing magnetic field. Adapted from [5].
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and is indeed fully insulating; however, the interface of the QH phase and
a trivial state gives rise to delocalized edge modes as charge carriers are
no longer capable of completing dispersionless cyclotron orbits. Figure 1.1
shows a leftward (rightward) moving edge mode along the top (bottom) of
the 2DEG where the termination of the clockwise cyclotron orbit occurs.
Each occupied Landau level thus becomes delocalized at the edge, contribut-
ing one chiral edge mode along the interface independent of semiconductor
or channel length. The edge states are completely protected from backscat-
tering because no opposite-velocity band exists on either edge - electrons on
the top (bottom) edge must move in the backward (forward) direction. The
necessity of delocalized, perfectly transmitting states along the boundary
of topologically distinct phases is known as the “bulk-boundary correspon-
dence”. We elaborate on this and show that the QH state is a topologically
distinct phase in Section 1.2.2.
1.2.2 The Bulk-Boundary Correspondence
The Hall conductance can be calculated rigorously by evaluation in terms
of linear response theory, which in general relates the response of a physical
observable (transverse current Jy) to an external force (longitudinal electric
field Ex). Summarizing the procedure laid out in the seminal work of Thou-
less, Kohmoto, Nightingale, and den Nijs (TKNN) [6], the Hall conductance
to first order in quantum mechanical perturbation theory (i.e. the Kubo
formula) reduces to
σxy =
q2
h
∑
u∈occ
∫
BZ
d~k
2pi
(
i
∂u∗n(~k)
∂kx
∂un(~k)
∂ky
− i∂u
∗
n(
~k)
∂ky
∂un(~k)
∂kx
)
, (1.16)
for momentum-space wave function un(~k) describing the nth Landau level.
The integral is over the entire Brillouin zone and the summation is over
occupied wave functions only. In Eq. 1.16, the term in the parentheses is
known as the Berry curvature [7],
~Fn(~k) ≡ i〈∇~kun(~k) | × | ∇~kun(~k)〉, (1.17)
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whose value is an intrinsic property of the QH system and is locally gauge
invariant. The integral of the Berry curvature over the Brillouin zone is an
integer-valued topological property known as the Chern number or TKNN
invariant, ∑
u∈occ
∫
BZ
d2~k
2pi
~Fn(~k) = ν ∈ Z, (1.18)
as the Berry curvature over any closed manifold must be quantized in units
of 2pi, such that Eqs. 1.15 and 1.16 are mathematically equivalent.
TKNN thus proved that a quantized Hall conductance is brought about
by an intrinsic topological ordering and quantified by the Berry curvature.
The QH ground state is topologically distinct from a trivial insulator ground
state, and the two cannot be continuously deformed into one another without
changing the Chern number. Equivalently, the existence of a topologically
nontrivial phase in the bulk of the QH system necessarily corresponds to an
integer number of boundary modes equivalent to the Chern number. Known
as the bulk-boundary correspondence, this means topological index can only
change via a bulk gap closing transition, the robustness of which is topolog-
ically protected.
1.3 Symmetry-Protected Topological Phase
In the previous section we showed that the IQHE was the first system to real-
ize boundary modes brought about by a discrepancy in topologically distinct
phases brought about by a very large out-of-plane magnetic field. In this
section we introduce the conceptually similar class of SPT phases, focusing
on those first predicted, protected by time-reversal symmetry. Before doing
so, we briefly outline the work of Haldane [8], who introduced an analog of
the QH phase in the absence of an out-of-plane magnetic field, as it in a sense
provides the elementary building block of TIs and the SPT phase.
Consider electron transport in a graphene honeycomb lattice, with two
equivalent atoms (A,B) in its unit cell. A tight-binding treatment of electron
transport yields two Dirac points at the ~K and ~K ′ points of its Brillouin
zone [9]. The effective Hamiltonian around the ~K point is
H(~k) = ~vF (kxσx + kyσy), (1.19)
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where σ denotes the sublattice (A,B) degree of freedom of the graphene unit
cell. Breaking either inversion (P) or time-reversal (T ) symmetry will lift
the degeneracy of the two Dirac points. This can easily be seen by adding
an inequivalent mass term to the sublattices of the form mσz that breaks P
symmetry,
PmσzP−1 = −mσz (1.20)
which opens a trivial gap of 2|m| at the Dirac points. Haldane, however,
showed that a topological phase emerges from the lifting of this degeneracy
by breaking T -symmetry with a complex next-nearest neighbor hopping term
to include a magnetic flux with net zero magnitude. The resultant low-energy
Hamiltonian around each Dirac cone is
H(~k) = −3t2 cos(φ) + 3
2
t1(kxσxτz + kyσy) + [m− 3
√
3t2 sin(φ)τz]σz, (1.21)
where t1 and t2 denote nearest neighbor and next-nearest neighbor hopping
energy, φ is the phase accrued from the magnetic flux added to next-nearest
neighbor hopping, and τ denotes the orbital ( ~K, ~K ′) degree of freedom.
Focusing on the third term in Eq. 1.21, it is clear that the sign of the mass
term at ~K can be the opposite of the sign of the mass term at ~K ′ for specific
values of m/t2 and φ. For example, φ = ±pi/2 and m = 0 results in a mass
gap of ±3√3t2σzτz such that the gap at ~K is proportional to ±σz and the
gap at ~K ′ is proportional to ∓σz. When the sign of the mass gap flips, the
insulator is no longer trivial but is a so-called Chern insulator because its
Chern number is no longer the trivial value of 0. This leads to nonzero Hall
conductance that can be calculated in a similar fashion to the method shown
in Section 1.2.2, and the corresponding phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3.
Unlike the QH regime, the Chern number only takes values of 0 or ±1, when
the mass gap sign flips between ~K and ~K ′, as the number of occupied bands
is limited to a maximum of 1 by the number of degrees of freedom.
1.3.1 The Quantum Spin Hall Insulator
Although the complex next-nearest neighbor hopping present in the Haldane
Hamiltonian makes it virtually inaccessible from an experimental standpoint,
it provided the important proof that a Chern insulator with nonzero quan-
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Figure 1.3: The topological phase diagram for the low-energy Haldane
Hamiltonian, Eq. 1.21. Specific values of m, t2, and φ yield topological
phases with nonzero Hall conductance. Adapted from [8].
tized Hall conductance can exist by breaking T symmetry, without Landau
quantization. Kane and Mele [10, 11] expanded on the Haldane model to
show that exotic topological phases can occur in condensed matter systems
that preserve, rather than break, certain symmetries, i.e. an SPT phase can
be realized by slightly modifying Haldane’s Hamiltonian. This symmetry
preservation rather than symmetry breaking is the underlying difference be-
tween the SPT order of TIs and the intrinsic topological order of the Chern
insulator.
In the absence of magnetic flux and a the mσz mass term, T and P sym-
metry are no longer broken. Ignoring next-nearest neighbor hopping, the
low-energy Haldane Hamiltonian (Eq. 1.21) simplifies to
H = ~vFψ†(kxσxτz + kyσy)ψ, (1.22)
where for simplicity we have replaced the nearest neighbor hopping energy
with the Fermi velocity. Kane and Mele considered the effect of an additional
spin-orbit interaction,
HSOC = ∆SOCψ†σzτzszψ, (1.23)
where sz denotes the spin (↑, ↓) degree of freedom. Spin-orbit coupling is
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unique in that it preserves both T and P symmetry,
P [σzτzsz]P−1 = (−σz)τz(−sz) = σzτzsz
T [σzτzsz]T −1 = σz(−τz)(−sz) = σzτzsz,
(1.24)
unlike the previously considered mσz term that opens a trivial gap, or the
σzτz gap that gives rise to Haldane’s Chern insulator phase. Crucially, a
nonzero spin-orbit coupling yields an energy gap of 2|∆SOC |, but the gap has
opposite sign at the ~K and ~K ′ points, once again brought about by the τz
component in Eq. 1.23. A system with a σz term (trivial insulator) cannot be
smoothly connected to the a system with a σzτzsz term (nontrivial insulator)
without passing through a critical point where the gap vanishes, another
manifestation of the bulk-boundary correspondence.
This model, called the quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator, can be thus
thought of as a quite literal expansion of Haldane’s spinless model of a Chern
insulator. One copy describes spin-up electrons with Chern number ν↑ =
1 (−1) while the other describes spin-down electrons with Chern number
ν↓ = −1 (1) when ∆SOC > 0 (< 0). The spin-resolved edge modes move
in opposite directions along the QSH insulator so that Hall conductance
vanishes,
σxy ∝ (ν↑ + ν↓) = 0. (1.25)
However, longitudinal electric field does induce quantized spin current ~Js ≡
( ~J↑ − ~J↓) with conductivity
σsxy =
2q2
h
, (1.26)
and a quantized charge conductance of G = 2q2/h brought about by the 2
edge modes of the QSH bar.
The QSH insulator was the first identified SPT phase of the TI class.
They are so-called time-reversal invariant TIs because the addition of a T -
breaking term destroys the SPT phase, removing the gapless edge modes and
resulting in a trivial insulator. This is discussed more rigorously in terms of
a topological invariant in Section 1.3.2.
Although spin-orbit coupling is far too small in graphene to realize the QSH
effect, Bernevig, Hughes, and Zhang (BHZ) predicted that such an effect is
indeed realizable in HgTe/CdTe quantum wells [12]. Two bulk energy bands,
an s-type Γ6 and p-type Γ8 band, appear near the high-symmetry ~Γ point
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of the Brillouin zone for both HgTe and CdTe, as shown in Fig. 1.4a. BHZ
noted that the energy of the Γ6 band was lower (higher) in energy than the
Γ8 band for HgTe (CdTe), i.e. the sign of the gap flips in a fashion similar
to that predicted by Kane and Mele in graphene, but arises from a much
stronger spin-orbit interaction in the heavy-atom heterostructure relative to
graphene.
BHZ further devised an effective Hamiltonian (see Section 2.1.1) to cap-
ture the band inversion argument, predicting the bands will invert in a
CdTe/HgTe/CdTe heterostructure in which the HgTe quantum well has a
thickness larger than a critical thickness, dc ≈ 6.4 nm, as shown in Fig. 1.4b.
In a hallmark experiment shortly thereafter, Ko¨nig et al. [13] measured a
quantized longitudinal conductance plateau of 2q2/h in heterostructures with
HgTe thickness d > 6.3 nm, which vanished for thinner quantum wells. The
excellent agreement between theoretically predicted critical thickness and
quantized conductance and experiment provided strong support for the first
experimental realization of 2D TIs.
Subsequent theoretical work proved that the QSH insulator can be natu-
rally generalized to 3D systems [14, 15] and several materials were predicted
in which to observe the phase [16], using the same physical argument that a
large spin-orbit coupling can change the sign of the mass gap. The extension
from a 2D edge mode to a 3D surface mode meant 3D TIs would exhibit gap-
less Dirac cones along the surface whose in-plane spin is locked to the momen-
tum direction to maintain time-reversal and in-plane rotational symmetry.
The gapless dispersion was directly measured via both angle-resolved photo-
emission spectroscopy (ARPES, see Chapter 6) [17] and scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) [18], which showed a lack of backscattering between states
of opposite spin and opposite momentum, in the Bismuth-based compounds
(e.g. Bi2Se3, Bi1−xSbx, Bi2Te3) with inverted bands arising from strong spin-
orbit coupling, the first experimental realization of 3D T -invariant TIs.
1.3.2 The Z2 Topological Invariant
In this section we outline the topological invariant for T -invariant TIs, known
as the Z2 invariant, which cannot be classified by Chern number because the
13
Figure 1.4: (a) The band structure of the low-energy Γ6 and Γ8 bands in
HgTe and CdTe, depicting a band gap inversion in the bulk. (b) Beyond a
critical thickness dc, the hole-like Γ8 band and the electron-like Γ6 band flip
in CdTe/HgTe/CdTe heterostructures. Adapted from [12].
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presence of T symmetry thus requires Hall conductance to vanish,
T σxyT −1 = T Jy
Ex
T −1 = −Jy
Ex
= −σxy, (1.27)
as electric field and electric charge current are even and odd under T sym-
metry, respectively. Equation 1.27 is thus only satisfied by σxy = 0; the QSH
topological phase, which retains T symmetry, has Chern number 0.
The time-reversal operator for spin-1/2 particles is [19]
T ≡ exp(−ipisy
2
)K (1.28)
where sy is the second Pauli matrix operating in spin space and K is the
complex conjugation operator. The exponential can be simplified to
exp(
−ipisy
2
) =
∑
k
1
k!
(−ipisy
2
)k
=
∑
k=0,2,4...
(−1)k/2
k!
(−pis0
2
)k
+
∑
k=1,3,5...
(−1)(k−1)/2
k!
(−pisy
2
)k
= s0 cos(pi/2) + (−isy) sin(pi/2) = −isy
(1.29)
where we have used the property (sy)
2 = s0 of the Pauli spin matrices in the
second line of Eq. 1.29. Half-integer spin, which gives rise to the initial 1/2
factor in the exponential in Eq. 1.28, thus results in the property
T 2 = −isyK [−isyK] = −isy(is∗y)KK = −sysy = −1, (1.30)
due to the fact that s∗y = −sy. The property T 2 = −1 when operating on
spin-1/2 particles yields a very important result in the case of T -invariant TIs.
Consider a spin−1/2 electronic eigenstate | u1(~k)〉 of a T -invariant Hamilto-
nian, H, which has the property
T H(~k)T −1 = H(−~k) (1.31)
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The expectation of the T operator to the eigenstate results in
〈u1(~k) | T | u1(~k)〉 = 〈T u1(~k) | T 2u1(~k)〉∗
= 〈T u1(~k) | u1(~k)〉∗
= −〈u1(~k) | T | u1(~k)〉,
(1.32)
where the first and second equalities follow from the fact that T is anti-
unitary, T 2 = −1. Clearly, 〈u1(~k) | T | u1(~k)〉must vanish to satisfy Eq. 1.32,
which means there must exist a second eigenstate | u2(~k)〉 = T | u1(~k)〉 that
is degenerate in energy and orthogonal to | u1(~k)〉, known as its Kramers pair.
This result, known as the Kramers theorem, dictates that spin−1/2 electron
eigenstates must be at least two-fold degenerate in T -invariant systems.
The Kramers theorem yields a simple property in the absence of spin-orbit
interaction - every sub-band is spin-degenerate. A spin-↑ state and a spin-↓
state exist for every eigenstate | ~k〉 and | −~k〉 such that an even number of
Kramers pairs exist at every point in energy for a trivial insulator. However,
strong spin-orbit coupling in the QSH insulator lifts the spin degeneracy such
that an odd number of Kramers pairs exist at every point in energy. Thus,
instead of a Z (integer) topological invariant, the value of the topological in-
variant is either 0 (even number of Kramers pairs, trivial) or 1 (odd number
of Kramers pairs, nontrivial) in T -invariant TIs. This Z2, or integer mod-
ulo 2, invariant yields spin-resolved Chern numbers ν↑ and ν↓ whose sum is
required by T -symmetry to be zero but whose difference is nonzero in the
topologically nontrivial state [11].
1.3.3 Spin-momentum Locking and Berry Phase in TIs
We showed in the previous section that the odd number of Kramers pairs
is a signature of the topological regime. In the QSH insulator, this yields
backwards and forwards moving Kramers pairs of edge states that necessarily
have opposite spin to preserve the Kramers degeneracy, as the T operator
flips both momentum and spin. In a 3D TI with a 2D surface state, out-
of-plane inversion asymmetry yields an effective Hamiltonian with Rashba
spin-orbit interaction [20],
Hˆ(~k) = kxsy − kysx, (1.33)
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for out-of-plane direction zˆ. The positive-energy surface state wave function
from Eq. 6.1 can be written as
Ψ†~k =
1√
2
(eiαθ~kc†~k↑ + e
iβθ~k+iηc†~k↓), (1.34)
where ↑ / ↓ denote spin in the sz (out of plane) direction, and α, β, η ∈ R are
parameters to be evaluated. θ~k is the Fermi surface azimuthal angle, such
that (kx, ky) = (cos(θ~k), sin(θ~k)) or, conversely, e
iθ~k = (kx + iky)/|~k|. To
mimic the spin texture of Eq. 6.1, the electron spin must lie in the x − y
plane such that | b~k〉 satisfies
〈Ψ~k | sx | Ψ~k〉 = − sin θ~k
〈Ψ~k | sy | Ψ~k〉 = cos θ~k
〈Ψ~k | sz | Ψ~k〉 = 0, ∀ θ~k.
(1.35)
The surface state wave function that satisfies this is
Ψ†~k =
1√
2
[
e−iθ~k/2c†~k↑ + e
i(θ~k+pi)/2c†~k↓
]
. (1.36)
The Berry phase γ is the additional geometrical phase accumulated by the
eigenstate as it moves along a closed path in real or reciprocal space. Using
polar coordinates in 2D reciprocal space, ~k = (k, θ~k) the TI surface eigenstate
forms a closed path around the Brillouin zone when θ~k → θ~k + 2pi. It is
clear that the TI surface state wave function under such a transformation
accumulates a Berry phase of γ = pi,
Ψ†(k,θ~k+2pi) =
1√
2
[
e−iθ~k/2e−ipic†~k↑ + e
i(θ~k+pi)/2eipic†~k↓
]
= eipiΨ†~k,
(1.37)
a unique consequence of the spin-momentum locking that necessitates the
θ~k/2 winding terms in the spinor components. Spin-momentum locking and
the pi Berry phase prove to be crucial for understanding periodic bound-
ary effects in Chapter 4 as well as the superconducting proximity effect in
Chapters 6 and 7.
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1.3.4 Majorana Fermions in TI Heterostructures
The physics of TI - superconductor (SC) heterostructures has become a topic
of great interest due to the prediction [21, 22] of Majorana fermions in TI
systems, and strong experimental evidence of their observation in InSb [23]
and InAs [24] semiconductor nanowires possessing strong Rashba spin-orbit
coupling. In this section, we present the underlying theory behind the pre-
diction of Majorana states.
Consider the effect of an s–wave SC deposited on the surface of a TI.
Cooper pairs can tunnel into the surface states via the proximity effect,
adding a perturbation H ′ = ∆0eiχΨ
†
↑Ψ
†
↓+ H.c. to the surface state Hamil-
tonian (Eq. 6.1), where ∆0 and χ are respectively the magnitude and phase
of the proximity-induced order parameter and Ψ is the surface state wave
function. Fu and Kane [21] show that the resultant low-energy spectrum re-
sembles that of a spinless px + ipy superconductor but respects T symmetry,
H =
∑
~k
[
(vFk − µ)c†~kc~k +
1
2
(∆0e
iχeiθ~kc†~kc
†
−~k)
]
+H.c. (1.38)
By considering a SC-TI-SC Josephson junction (see Chapter 5), Fu and Kane
show that in the limit where the phase difference between the SCs reaches
χLR ≡ χL − χR = pi, the spectrum becomes gapless,
E±(q) = ±
√
v2F q
2 + ∆20 cos
2(χLR/2), (1.39)
where q is the momentum in the transverse direction. The winding of the
SCs can thus counteract the pi Berry phase (discussed in the previous Sec-
tion) to give rise to zero-energy modes in the quasiparticle spectrum. The
corresponding low-energy eigenstates are pinned to the separate edges of the
TI that interface the SCs. Furthermore, the corresponding quasiparticle an-
nihilation and creation operators satisfy the constraint γE(q) = γ
†
−E(−q).
At E = 0, this results in γ0 = γ
†
0, such that the zero-energy creation op-
erator is its own antiparticle, i.e. it is a Majorana fermion [25]. The pair
of zero-energy Majorana bound states localized at either end of the system
offer a unique avenue for exploring the possibility of topological quantum
computation in TI-SC heterostructures [26, 27]. We use this prediction as
motivation to study the role of superconductivity in TI systems, considering
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both the Josephson effect and the proximity-induced order parameter in the
TI, in Chapters 5-7.
1.3.5 Classification of Topological Insulators
We showed in Section 1.3.2 that the topologically nontrivial state of T -
invariant TIs is characterized by a fully gapped bulk and gapless edge (sur-
face) modes for 2D (3D) TIs at interfaces with topologically trivial states,
and strong spin-orbit coupling yields an SPT phase with a Z2 topological
invariant. However, even more recent progress has provided strong evidence
that topological states protected by T -symmetry are merely the first iden-
tified class within a wide family of SPT states, and that systems involving
different symmetries lead to a so-called periodic table of TIs [28]. A distinct
set can be classified by protected crystallographic inversion, point-group, ro-
tational, or mirror-plane symmetries and are characterized by gapless modes
along high-symmetry crystal faces [29]. These so-called topological crys-
talline insulators provide further avenues to explore topological materials for
device applications [30].
1.3.6 The Topological Switch
It is with due reason that we belabor the concept of SPT order in this section.
Deft engineering of the symmetry-protected gapless modes yields new possi-
ble materials for device applications, such as metallic electronic interconnects,
which are expected to become unsustainable at future device dimensions [31].
Perhaps even more remarkably, the fact that the SPT phase (i.e. the gapless
modes) can be switched “on” or “off” with symmetry-breaking perturbations
could lead to a new class of scalable field effect transistor with the potential
for higher carrier mobility or switching speeds necessary for CMOS logic de-
vices [32]. This is the primary impetus of the work discussed in the following
chapters, to understand and characterize quantum transport in TI systems as
a first step in determining its long-term potential in electronics applications.
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CHAPTER 2
PROCEDURES AND METHODS
In this chapter we discuss the numerical methods we employ in the rest of
the work to study electron transport in T -invariant TI systems. We begin
by discussing the real space manifestation of the Hamiltonian for 3D TIs like
Bi2Se3, which was first described in 2D systems by BHZ [12], to describe elec-
tron dynamics in heterostructured and disordered systems. In Section 2.2,
we present the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism to cal-
culate non-equilibrium observables given the Hamiltonian. In Section 2.4,
we describe the method used to calculate the self-consistent superconducting
order parameter that spontaneously forms in TI - SC heterostructures.
2.1 Tight-Binding Hamiltonian
2.1.1 Topological Insulator Momentum-Space Hamiltonian
Here we elaborate on the effective TI Hamiltonian that characterizes the
low-energy (small ~k) properties of the system. We begin with a 4-orbital
model in the basis Ψ~k = (cA↑~k, cA↓~k, cB↑~k, cB↓~k)
T , as we are only concerned
with the orbital (A/B) and spin (↑ / ↓) degrees of freedom in the BHZ
model (see Section 1.3.1). The Hamiltonian must be invariant under (i.e.
it must commute with) the underlying symmetries of the crystal. In the
case of Bi2Se3, those symmetries are time-reversal T = −iσyτ0K, inversion
P = σ0τz, and three-fold rotation about the z-axis C3 = exp( ipi3 σzτ0). τ (σ)
have been redefined as the Pauli spin matrices in orbital (spin) space, as the
sublattice degree of freedom described in Chapter 1 is non-existent in Bi2Se3.
Under these constraints, the only available terms for the ~k · ~p Hamiltonian
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(up to quadratic order in ~k) are [33]
HTI(~k) = (C +D1k2z +D2k2x +D2k2y)I4
+ (M −B1k2z −B2k2x −B2k2y)Γ0
+ (A2kx)Γ1 + (A2ky)Γ2 + (A1kz)Γ3,
(2.1)
where Γa ≡ σaτx and Γ0 ≡ σ0τz, for a ∈ 1, 2, 3. The first two lines of
Eq. 2.1, with terms constant and quadratic in ~k, yield spin-degenerate and
anisotropic effective mass models for each orbital sub-band, whereas the third
line corresponds to intrinsic ~σ · ~k spin-orbit coupling in Bi2Se3. The TI
Hamiltonian is simply the 3D Dirac model with uniaxial anisotropy, owing to
the crystal structure of Bi2Se3, with the addition of a momentum-dependent
mass term. We define this term as the mass parameter, M(~k) = M−(B1k2z +
B2k
2
x + B2k
2
y), which is the energy difference between the A and B sub-
bands. When M,B1, and B2 all have the same sign, M(~k) switches sign as ~k
increases. The order of the A and B sub-bands is thus inverted near ~k = 0
compared to large ~k, and results in a topologically nontrivial phase and a
topologically protected gapless mode. Conversely, setting the sign of M to
the opposite of the sign of B1 and B2 results in a topologically trivial phase,
as |M(~k)| > 0 over the entire Brillouin Zone.
The material parameters of Bi2Se3 are determined by fitting the experi-
mentally observed band structure to ab initio calculations [34], and are listed
in Table 2.1 along with the parameters we use for an idealized TI model with
particle-hole symmetry. Material parameters related to the kz momentum
direction are inequivalent to the in-plane parameters related to kx and ky be-
cause the Bi2Se3 lattice is inherently anisotropic, consisting of layered stacks
of Bi and Se such that the basic unit cell is five atomic layers thick, named
a quintuple layer (QL, 1 QL is roughly 1 nm thick). Intra-layer bonding is
strong, whereas interlayer bonding is much weaker due to a van der Walls-
type interaction [35].
Their respective band structures, clearly showing the gapless surface mode,
can be seen in Fig. 2.1 along with the band structure of the ideal model with
a particle-hole symmetry breaking term. In the ideal model, bulk conduction
and valence bands first appear near ±0.5 eV, and the Dirac point lies exactly
at 0.0 eV. The Fermi velocity vF lies between 2×105 to 6×105 m/s throughout
the spectrum.
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Table 2.1: T -invariant TI Material Parameters
Material Parameter Bi2Se3 Ideal Model
M (eV) 0.28 1.5
A1 (eV A˚) 2.2 1.0
A2 (eV A˚) 4.1 1.0
B1 (eV A˚
2
) 10.0 1.0
B2 (eV A˚
2
) 56.6 1.0
C (eV) -0.0068 0.0
D1 (eV A˚
2
) 1.3 0.0
D2 (eV A˚
2
) 19.6 0.0
a0 (A˚) 4.0 1.0
Figure 2.1: Band structure plots of (a) Bi2Se3 and the idealized TI model
(b) without and (c) with a particle-hole symmetry breaking term, D1 =
1.0 eV A˚
2
, using parameters from Table 2.1. Gapless modes are clearly
visible, with crossings at the high-symmetry ~Γ point of the Brillouin Zone.
2.1.2 Real Space Discretization
In order to discretize H(~k) into a real-space basis, we begin with the replace-
ments
ki → 1
a0
sin (kia0),
k2i →
2
a20
(1− cos (kia0)),
(2.2)
where a0 is the lattice constant between nearest neighbors in the cubic lattice.
These approximations follow from the Taylor series expansion of the sine and
cosine functions in which the terms of order ~k3 and higher are neglected,
sin(a0ki) = a0ki +O((a0ki)3),
cos(a0ki) = 1− (a0ki)
2
2
+O((a0ki)4).
(2.3)
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With these replacements, we can rewrite the TI Hamiltonian as
HTI(~k) =
(
C +
2D1
a20
(1− cos(a0kz)) + 2D2
a20
(2− cos(a0kx)− cos(a0ky)
)
I4
+
(
M − 2B1
a20
(1− cos(a0kz))− 2B2
a20
(2− cos(a0kx)− cos(a0ky)
)
Γ0
+
A2
a0
sin(a0kx)Γ1 +
A2
a0
sin(a0ky)Γ2 +
A1
a0
sin(a0kz)Γ3.
(2.4)
Seeking to convert a k-space Hamiltonian H(kx) into its real-space analog,
H(x), we focus on a 1D derivation which is easily expandable to an orthog-
onal, three-dimensional basis. We begin with wave vector’s definition as a
linear combination of the atomic orbitals [36],
| kx〉 = 1√
N
N∑
x=1
eia0xkx | x〉, (2.5)
where N is the total number of sites, kx is the wave vector, and x is the atomic
lattice site index. In the case of 〈k | H | k〉 = cos(a0kx), the expectation can
be expanded in similar fashion as
〈kx | H | kx〉 = 1
N
∑
x,x′
eia0(x−x
′)kx〈x′ | H | x〉 = 1
2
[eia0kx + e−ia0kx ]. (2.6)
Equation 2.6 holds if and only if 〈x′ | H | x〉 = 1
2
[δx,x′+1 + δx,x′−1]; that
is, the cosine term translates to nearest neighbor hopping along the one-
dimensional lattice. The same procedure can be performed with 〈k | H |
k〉 = sin(a0kx) to obtain 〈x′ | H | x〉 = −i2 [δx,x′+1 − δx,x′−1], using sin(a0kx) =
−i
2
[eia0kx − e−ia0kx ]. This transformation, easily extended to three orthogonal
dimensions, provides the final tight-binding model for the real-space 3D TI
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Hamiltonian,
HTI =
∑
~r
Ψ†~r
[
(V (~r) + C +
D1 + 2D2
a20
)I4 + (M − B1 + 2B2
a20
)Γ0
]
Ψ~r
+Ψ†~r
[
B2
a20
Γ0 − D2
a20
I4 − iA2
2a0
Γ1
]
Ψ~r+a0xˆ
+Ψ†~r
[
B2
a20
Γ0 − D2
a20
I4 − iA2
2a0
Γ2
]
Ψ~r+a0yˆ
+Ψ†~r
[
B1
a20
Γ0 − D1
a20
I4 − iA1
2a0
Γ3
]
Ψ~r+a0zˆ +H.c.,
(2.7)
where Ψ~r = [cA↑,~r, cA↓,~r, cB↑,~r, cB↓,~r]T and Ψ
†
~r annihilate and create, respec-
tively, electrons at lattice point ~r. The lattice constant is set to a0 = 4 A˚
so as to maximize channel size without losing topological character, as band
structure calculations using Eq. 2.7 show that the gapless surface mode can
open with a lattice spacing greater than or equal to 5 A˚.
The resulting real-space Hamiltonian has a dispersion relation that is com-
patible with experimentally measured dispersion at low energy, but quickly
diverges for chemical potentials several eV from the Dirac point stemming
from the fact that higher order terms are neglected in Eq. 2.3. The elec-
trostatic potential profile, V (~r), can be modulated with gates to shift the
Fermi level from within the purely topological regime to well above the bulk
conduction band (CB), in order to compare the effect of doping on electron
transport in TI channels, as is done in Chapter 3.
2.1.3 Metal Model Comparison
We often seek to compare transport results of the TI system with that of
a topologically trivial material in order to single out observable phenomena
for which topological phase is responsible. This is most easily done with
the conventional effective mass model with isotropic, parabolic dispersion,
HM = t~k2. The resultant tight-binding Hamiltonian, using the same real
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space transform described in Section 2.1.2, is
HM =
∑
~r
c†~r
[
V (~r) +
6t
a20
]
c~r − c†~r
[
t
a20
]
c~r+a0xˆ
−c†~r
[
t
a20
]
c~r+a0yˆ − c†~r
[
t
a20
]
c~r+a0zˆ + H.c.,
(2.8)
where the hopping energy and lattice constant are set to t = 1 eV A˚
2
and
a0 = 1 A˚, c
†
~r is the single-oribtal creation operator at site ~r.
2.1.4 Perturbations to the lattice Hamiltonian
The strength of the real-space effective Hamiltonian and the computational
methods detailed in Sections 2.2 and 2.4 lies in their ability to readily calcu-
late mesoscopic observables in systems without translational symmetry. In
this section we enumerate several real-space perturbations, used in subse-
quent chapters, to understand the role of exotic geometries and nonmagnetic
scattering centers, and magnetic disorder, which can give rise to perturba-
tions in the form of both Zeeman exchange splitting and a nonzero vector
potential.
Vacancies are added by removing all hopping to the associated vacancy
site [37]. This allows for the study of exotic channel geometries, such as
corrugated TI surfaces in Chapter 3.
Alternatively, the role of disorder can be studied by applying a randomly
distributed on-site potential profile to the specific sections of the channel we
wish to disorder, V (~r) = δ~r ∈ [−W,W ], such that the disorder is a random
value with magnitude less than W . We employ this scenario in Chapter 5 to
contrast the effect of disorder on supercurrent in the bulk of a TI vs. disorder
throughout the entire channel.
We also seek to study the effect of magnetic disorder and external magnetic
field on TI systems. The lack of spin-degeneracy means that the influence of
magnetic fields yields interesting results on the TI transport characteristics
due to spin-orbit coupling. Magnetic field can be added to the Hamiltonian
in terms of a nonzero vector potential, ~A(~r). The presence of ~A(~r) changes
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the momentum operator to
pˆ = −i~∇− q ~A, (2.9)
meaning the real-space Hamiltonian in the presence of a nonzero vector po-
tential, H(
~A), accrues a phase factor relative to the real-space Hamiltonian
in which ~A = 0. This is added to the lattice via a Peierels substitution [38],
〈~r | H( ~A) | ~r′〉 = 〈~r | H(0) | ~r′〉 × exp
[
i
q
~
∫ ~r′
~r
~A(~l) · d~l
]
, (2.10)
where ~l is the path from lattice point ~r to ~r′. We focus on the effect of a
homogeneous magnetic field lying in the longitudinal direction, ~B = xˆBx.
Selecting the Landau gauge, this results in a vector potential ~A = −yˆBxz
satisfying ~B = ∇× ~A. The vector potential is only nonzero in the yˆ direction,
thus ( ~A(~l) · d~l) transforms only lattice hopping in the yˆ direction,
ty~r → ty~r exp [i2pi(z − 1)φ/φ0] , (2.11)
where ty~r signifies hopping from site ~r to (~r + yˆa0), φ is the magnetic flux
threaded through each cross-sectional plaquette of area a20, with area a
2
0, and
φ0 =
h
q
is the magnetic flux quantum. The total magnetic flux through the
nanowire is
φB = NyNzφ =
∫ ∫
S
~B · d~S = Bx × (a0Ny)(a0Nz). (2.12)
Equation 2.10 shows that a nonzero vector potential adds a positive (nega-
tive) complex phase to electrons with momentum moving along (against) the
direction of the vector potential. This phase offset leads to observable in-
terference patterns, known as the Aharonov-Bohm effect [39], and is studied
extensively in the context of TI surface states in Chapter 4.
2.1.5 Superconductivity in the Tight-Binding Model
Many of the systems we study involve the role of superconductivity, both
in terms of estimating supercurrent in TI systems as well as calculating the
superconducting order parameter expected to arise in TI systems. S–wave
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superconductivity arises from a phonon-mediated electron-electron (i.e. Hub-
bard) attraction near the Fermi level,
HS = −U
∑
α,~r
nˆα,↑,~rnˆα,↓,~r, (2.13)
where nˆα,σ,~r = c
†
α,σ,~rcα,σ,~r is the number operator for given band (α ∈ A,B),
spin σ, and lattice site ~r. U > 0 is the interaction strength, which must be
positive for the attractive electron-electron interaction that gives rise to the
superconducting state. Using fermion anti-commutation relations, this can
be rewritten as
HS = −U
∑
α,~r
c†α,↑,~rc
†
α,↓,~rcα,↑,~rcα,↓,~r. (2.14)
In the mean-field picture, the four-operator interaction is simplified by replac-
ing the interactions to any two operators with an average scalar interaction
to capture the effective attraction. Applying mean-field theory to Eq. 2.14
results in
HMFS = −U
∑
α,~r
[
〈c†α,↑,~rc†α,↓,~r〉cα,↓,~rcα,↑,~r
+ c†α,↑,~rc
†
α,↓,~r〈cα,↓,~rcα,↑,~r〉
− 〈c†α,↑,~rc†α,↓,~r〉〈cα,↓,~rcα,↑,~r〉
]
,
(2.15)
which is a decoupled sum of two-operator interactions where components
of the product can be approximated by a scalar value to decrease complex-
ity. While the third term corresponds to a scalar value that renormalizes
the overall energy of the system, the first two terms yield the pairing order
parameters used to quantify the magnitude of the Cooper pairing,
∆Sα(~r) = |∆Sα|eiχα
≡ 〈cα,↓,~rcα,↑,~r〉 = 〈c†α,↑,~rc†α,↓,~r〉∗ = −〈cα,↑,~rcα,↓,~r〉.
(2.16)
where the second and third equalities in Eq. 2.16 are brought about by
particle-hole symmetry and fermion anti-commutation relations, respectively.
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In the TI 4-orbital basis, the pairing matrix becomes
∆S(~r) =

0 ∆SA(~r) 0 0
−∆SA(~r) 0 0 0
0 0 0 ∆SB(~r)
0 0 −∆SB(~r) 0
 , (2.17)
where separate intra-orbital pairing magnitudes exist for the A and B or-
bitals. Unconventional order parameters can be included in similar fashion
in the mean-field picture (see Chapter 7).
The four-orbital tight-binding model in Eq. 2.7 is doubled into the so-
called Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian to account for mean-field
SC pairing,
HBdG =
∑
~r
[
Φ†~r
(
HTI(~r) ∆S(~r)
∆†S(~r) −H∗TI(~r)
)
Φ~r
+
∑
δ
Φ†~r
(
HTI(δ) 0
0 −H∗TI(δ)
)
Φ~r+δ
]
,
(2.18)
where Φr = (Ψ~r Ψ
†
~r)
T is the eight-component Nambu spinor, which includes
both electron and hole components to include the electron-electron interac-
tions into the Hamiltonian [40]. HTI(~r) and HTI(δ) respectively denote the
on-site and nearest neighbor hopping components from Eq. 2.7.
2.2 The Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function Formalism
The non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism provides a unique
computational framework for calculating the transport properties of a given
electronic system [41]. NEGF is used in the so-called “grand canonical en-
semble” – the system, or channel, can exchange energy and particles with
the reservoirs, or contacts, such that the degrees of freedom are the chemical
potential, as opposed to particle number as in the canonical ensemble, and
the absolute temperature. Rather than providing direct access to individual
eigenstates, NEGF calculates ensemble-averaged observables, meaning that
they are derived from the probability that a given eigenstate of the Hamil-
tonian is occupied at a given energy, provided in terms of the density matrix
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Figure 2.2: A generalized NEGF system. Contacts with disparate chemical
potentials µL and µR induce a non-equilibrium current flow in a channel
described by Hamiltonian H. Gates with potential VG generate a spatially
dependent electrostatic potential across the system.
of the quantum system.
Figure 2.2 shows such a system, with a channel connected to contact reser-
voirs and potential profile modulated with a gate potential. The quasiparticle
dynamics of the channel are completely described by its tight-binding Hamil-
tonian, H, described at length in Section 2.1. H is connected to left and right
contact reservoirs with respective chemical potentials µL and µR. Contacts
couple to the channel via self-energy matrices, ΣL and ΣR, which determine
the quasiparticle in-flow and out-flow rates of the leads (see Section 2.2.2)
and induce a non-equilibrium current flow, though it is easily customizable
to include additional contacts with additional self-energy matrices. Gates
can likewise be used to electrostatically modulate the Fermi level and carrier
concentration in the channel without coupling into the system. The effects
of the gating are realized via a three-dimensional Poisson solver, which solves
for the potential at a given point in real space, φ(~r), based upon the electron
density, n(~r),
∇2φ(~r) = q
2

[n(~r)], (2.19)
where q is the charge of an electron and  is the dielectric constant of the
channel. Electron density is evaluated in the NEGF kernel (see Eq. 2.40),
thus the NEGF and Poisson algorithm must be iterated over until a self-
consistent solution to both φ(~r) and n(~r) is achieved.
The heart of the NEGF formalism lies in evaluating the lesser-than and
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greater-than Green’s functions of a given system [42],
G<(~r, t;~r′, t′) = +i〈Ψ†(~r′, t′)Ψ(~r, t)〉
G>(~r, t;~r′, t′) = −i〈Ψ(~r, t)Ψ†(~r′, t′)〉,
(2.20)
where Ψ and Ψ† denote electron annihilation and creation operators, respec-
tively. As such, G< can be seen as the correlation function that determines
the probability of an electron being at space-time (~r′, t′) given that one was
annihilated at point (~r, t), whereas G> is the analog for hole quasiparticles.
In steady-state, only the difference between times t and t′ is relevant, and
the energy-dependent Green’s function thus becomes the salient correlation
function. It is related via a Fourier transform,
G<(~r, ~r′;E) =
1
~
∫
G<(~r, ~r′; t− t′)e−iE(t−t′)/~d(t− t′),
G>(~r, ~r′;E) =
1
~
∫
G>(~r, ~r′; t− t′)e−iE(t−t′)/~d(t− t′).
(2.21)
Once these Green’s functions are known, all relevant steady-state transport
characteristics can be obtained. In order to determine G< and G>, the
retarded and advanced Green’s function in real space are first computed as
Gr(~r, ~r′, E) = [(E + i0+)IN −H− ΣR − ΣL − ΣS]−1
Ga(~r, ~r′, E) = [(E − i0+)IN −H− ΣR − ΣL − ΣS]−1 = (Gr(~r, ~r′, E))†,
(2.22)
where 0+ is a small, positive number that shifts the poles of the matrix away
from the energy axis, so that it is nonsingular.
G< and G> can subsequently calculated using the kinetic, or Keldysh,
equations [42],
G< = +iGr
(∑
m
fmΓm
)
Ga
G> = −iGr
(∑
m
(1− fm)Γm
)
Ga,
(2.23)
where Γm = i[Σm− (Σm)†] is the broadening term for contact m (m ∈ L,R),
proportional to the rate at which carriers scatter into and out of the channel.
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fm denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution,
fm(E) =
1
e(E−µm)/kBT + 1
, (2.24)
for a given contact chemical potential µm and temperature T . kB is the
Boltzmann constant relating the temperature with the energy of individual
particles.
2.2.1 The Recursive Green’s Function
In three-dimensional real space, the dimension of the matrices is equiva-
lent to the product of the number of lattice points in x, y, and z, and the
number of orbitals at each lattice point, N = NxNyNzNO. The matrix in-
version operation of Eq. 2.22 quickly becomes intractable for large system
sizes, as it involves a O(N3) computation. However, here we show that the
recursive Green’s function method [43] can be used to exploit the sparse,
block tridiagonal nature of the matrix to be inverted to greatly reduce the
computation time. This, combined with a massively parallel computational
implementation running over several dozen processors, allows simulations on
large systems (N > 105) to be performed in hours or days of computation
time.
The full three-dimensional real space Hamiltonian matrix can be written
in terms of its directional hopping amplitudes in the following nested block
tridiagonal structure:
H =

H0 H1 0 · · · 0 0
H†1 H0 H1 0 · · · 0
0 H†1 H0 H1 0 · · ·
...
... 0
. . . . . . . . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . . 0
0 0 · · · . . . H†1 H0 H1
0 0 · · · 0 H†1 H0

. (2.25)
In Equation 2.25, H1 = [I(NyNzNO)⊗Hx], where I(NyNzNO) is the identity ma-
trix of dimension NyNzNO, Hx is the nearest neighbor hopping amplitude in
the xˆ direction, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. The on-diagonal component
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is itself a nested block tridiagonal matrix,
H0 =

H00 H01 0 · · · 0 bzH†01
H†01 H00 H01 0 · · · 0
0 H†01 H00 H01 0 · · ·
...
... 0
. . . . . . . . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . . 0
0 0 · · · . . . H†01 H00 H01
bzH01 0 · · · 0 H†01 H00

, (2.26)
with an additional term on the top-right block corresponding to hopping in
the case of periodic boundary conditions. bz = 0 (1) for open (periodic)
boundaries in the zˆ direction. The nested matrix H0 similarly has compo-
nents H01 = [I(NyNO) ⊗Hz] and
H00 =

AA Hy 0 · · · 0 byH†y
H†y AA Hy 0 · · · 0
0 H†y AA Hy 0 · · ·
...
... 0
. . . . . . . . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . . 0
0 0 · · · . . . H†y AA Hy
byHy 0 · · · 0 H†y AA

, (2.27)
where again an additional term arises in the case of periodic boundary con-
ditions; by = 0 (1) for open (periodic) boundaries in the yˆ direction.
The matrix to be inverted, Eq. 2.22, thus has the same block tridiagonal
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structure:
GR(E) =

D0 t0,1 0 · · · · · · 0
t1,0 D1 t1,2 0 · · · · · · 0
0 t2,1 D2
. . .
...
... 0
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . tNx−3,Nx−2 0
... tNx−2,Nx−3 DNx−2 tNx−2,Nx−1
0 · · · 0 tNx−1,Nx−2 DNx−1

−1
,
(2.28)
with on-diagonal termsDi = (E+i0
+)INyNzNO−H0−ΣL−ΣR and off-diagonal
blocks ti,i+1 = −H01, for i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Nx−1}. The recursive Green’s function
routine involves a forward and backward recursive sweep. For the forward
sweep, we define a new set of matrices,
gLR0,0 ≡ (D0)−1
gLRi,i ≡ (Di − ti,i−1gLRi−1,i−1ti−1,i)−1,
i ∈ {1, 2...Nx − 1}.
(2.29)
The backward recursion uses Eq. 2.29 to obtain the on-diagonal blocks of the
retarded Green’s function,
GRNx−1,Nx−1 = g
LR
Nx−1,Nx−1
GRi,i = g
LR
i,i (INONyNz + ti,i+1G
R
i+1,i+1ti+1,ig
LR
i,i ),
i ∈ {Nx − 2, Nx − 3...1, 0}.
(2.30)
The off-diagonal blocks are subsequently obtained with
GRi,j =
−gLRi,i ti,i+1GRi+1,j, i < j−gLRj,j tj,j+1GRj+1,i, i > j . (2.31)
The entire matrix can thus be resolved with the recursive algorithm, with
computational complexity of O(Nx(NyNzNO)3), corresponding to inverting
Nx matrices of dimension NyNzNO, with marginal costs added by several
matrix multiplications.
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2.2.2 Contact Self-Energies
In general, the full self-energy matrix can have dimension equivalent to the
full Hamiltonian, but is zero at all points not connected to the lead. In the
two-terminal geometry, the channel is only connected to the contacts along
the width at x = 1 and x = Nx, such that the self-energy matrices of the left
and right contacts, ΣL and ΣR, are square matrices of dimension NyNzNO,
connected to the first and final on-diagonal blocks of the Hamiltonian.
There are several ways to determine the self-energy of the contacts de-
pending on their underlying physics. The simplest method involves a phe-
nomenological method for metal contacts, with a constant DOS and constant
rate of scattering into the channel [41],
Σrm = −i
Γ0
2
INONyNz , (2.32)
where Γ0 =
~
τ
is proportional to the escape rate of carriers from contact m
into the channel. Phenomenological contacts are useful when modeling highly
transparent, metallic contacts with DOS largely independent of energy.
If instead we wish to use semi-infinite extensions of the channel as con-
tacts, e.g. for modeling ballistic transport, we must first evaluate the surface
Green’s function, gsm, which self-consistently satisfies the relation
gsm(E) = [(E + i0
+)I(NyNzNO) −H0 +H†1gsmH1]−1, (2.33)
such that it represents the simplification of an infinite extension of the Hamil-
tonian, with on-site block H0 and hopping block H1 defined in Section 2.2.1,
to a self-energy,
Σrm(E) = H
†
1g
s
m(E)H1, (2.34)
representing transport from the normal lead [41].
In Chapters 5 and 6, we will alternatively be interested in modeling trans-
port arising from SC rather than normal contacts in TI systems. The self-
energy of the contact can be evaluated with the surface Green’s function
method above using the BdG Hamiltonian, Eq. 2.18, with the metal model,
Eq. 2.8. However, a closed-form solution of the iterative method exists and
greatly decreases computational complexity for large contact interfaces [44,
45]. The self-energy term of a superconducting contact in basis (c↑,~r, c↓,~r, c
†
↑,~r, c
†
↓,~r)
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with order parameter ∆m = |∆m|eiχm (as defined in Eq. 2.16) is
Σrm(E) =

m˜m(z) 0 0 ∆˜m(z)e
iχm
0 m˜m(z) −∆˜m(z)eiχm 0
0 −∆˜m(z)e−iχm m˜m(z) 0
∆˜m(z)e
−iχm 0 0 m˜m(z)
 ,
(2.35)
where the effective on-site and pairing functions in Eq. 2.35 are
m˜m(z) = −Γ0
2
z√
∆2m − z2
∆˜m(z) =
Γ0
2
|∆m|√|∆m|2 − z2 ,
(2.36)
for a given complex energy z = E+ i0+, with the tunneling rate Γ0 the same
as that shown in Eq. 2.32.
2.3 Evaluating Observables in the NEGF Formalism
The anti-Hermitian part of the self-energy matrix is defined as the energy
level broadening matrix,
Γm ≡ i
2
(Σm − Σ†m), (2.37)
which represents the rate at which carriers are injected into the channel
for each lattice point connected to the leads. The broadening matrices are
important for calculating the transport dynamics of the system; all results
can be calculated from these matrices and the Green’s function matrices.
The transmission between any two contacts m and m′,
Tmm′(E) = Tr{ΓmGrΓm′Ga}, (2.38)
is the probability a charge carrier injected into the channel from contact
m will exit through contact m′. The current is simply the integral of the
transmission amplitude over the energy at which electrons exist at contact
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m and are absent at m′, times the conductance quantum,
Imm′ =
q2
h
∫ ∞
−∞
Tmm′(E)[f(E − µm)− f(E − µm′)]dE, (2.39)
where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, Eq. 2.24. Spatially
resolved carrier densities can be evaluated by integrating over the on-diagonal
block of the Green’s function,
n(~r) = q
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
2pi
− iG<(~r, ~r, E)dE,
p(~r) = q
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
2pi
iG>(~r, ~r, E)dE,
(2.40)
where n(~r) and p(~r) are the electron and hole carrier densities, respectively.
Channel carrier densities are plugged back into the Poisson kernel, Eq. 2.19,
and iterated over until a self-consistent solution of charge and potential is
achieved. Energy-resolved density of states (DOS) can similarly be calculated
by integrating over real space with the trace operator rather than over energy,
DOS(E) = Tr{−iG<(E) + iG>(E)}. (2.41)
Normal current can similarly be resolved spatially, so that the total current
from any lattice point ~r to any other lattice point ~x′ is
I(~r, ~r′) =
q
~
∫
dE
2pi
[H~r,~r′(G
<(~r′, ~r, E) +G>(~r′, ~r, E))
−H~r′,~r(G<(~r, ~r′, E) +G>(~r, ~r′, E))].
(2.42)
This is used extensively when discussing the spatial current profile in trenched
TI systems, in Chapter 3.
2.3.1 Transport Observables in the Superconducting Regime
The model with superconducting contacts provides a framework for studying
the DC Josephson effect in both clean and disordered systems, in which
no voltage drop occurs between the left and right SC leads (µL = µR =
0.0 V) but supercurrent flow occurs when there is a superconducting phase
differential between the two contacts. In this scenario, the Josephson current
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into the system from contact m can be evaluated as [45]
Im = 2Re
∫ 0
−|∆|
dE Tr
{
[G<(E)(Σrm(E))
† −Gr(E)Σ<m(E)]σz ⊗ I4
}
, (2.43)
where
Σ<m(E) =
(
if(E − µm)Γm,11(E) 0
0 if(E + µm)Γm,22(E)
)
, (2.44)
is known as the lesser self-energy for a SC contact coupled into the chan-
nel, and f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, Eq. 2.24, and Γm,11(E) and
Γm,22(E) are the top-left (electron) and bottom-right (hole) blocks of the
broadening matrices in Nambu space, respectively. In Eq. 2.43, σz ⊗ I4 de-
notes that the components of the trace corresponding to the second half (hole
component) of the Nambu spinor are subtracted from the trace, due to the
difference in sign on the charge of a hole relative to that of an electron. This
equation is used extensively in Chapter 5.
In a two-terminal geometry, the normal current is defined in Eqs. 2.38
and 2.39. However, in the BdG formalism, the transmission can be broken
down into three constituent amplitudes related to transmission of electrons
and holes through the normal region or into the SC via Andreev reflection [46,
47]. Transmission brought about by elastic co-tunneling (TECO) corresponds
to the difference in transmission of an electron from lead m to m′ and an
oppositely charged hole from left lead to right lead,
TECO(E) =Tr{Γm,eeGrΓm′,ee(Gr)†}[f(E − µm)− f(E − µm′)]
−Tr{Γm,hhGrΓm′,hh(Gr)†}[f(E + µm)− f(E + µm′)],
(2.45)
where subscript ee (hh) denotes only the electron-electron (hole-hole) on-
diagonal blocks of the broadening matrices in Nambu space, and m′ is the
sum of all other normal contacts in the system. Normal Andreev reflection
in contact m (NAm) is the probability that an electron injected from m
reflects off the SC gap, inducing a Cooper pair to move into the SC and a
retro-reflected hole to return back to m,
TNAm(E) =Tr{Γm,eeGrΓm,hh(Gr)†}[f(E − µm)− f(E + µm)]
−Tr{Γm,hhGrΓm,ee(Gr)†}[f(E + µm)− f(E − µm)].
(2.46)
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Finally, transmission from contact m brought about by crossed Andreev re-
flection (TCAm) corresponds to the injection of an electron from m into the
SC followed by the emission of a hole into m′,
TCAm(E) =Tr{Γm,eeGrΓm′,hh(Gr)†}[f(E − µm)− f(E + µm′)]
−Tr{Γm,hhGrΓm′,ee(Gr)†}[f(E + µm)− f(E − µm′)].
(2.47)
With these definitions, and maintaining the sign convention of current in the
experiment, the charge current out of m is
Im = −IECO − INAm − ICAm
=
q2
h
∫
dE[−TECO(E)− TNAm(E)− TCAm(E)].
(2.48)
These equations are used extensively in Chapter 7 to isolate transmission
amplitudes corresponding to the individual electronic interactions with s–
wave SCs.
2.4 Self-Consistent Order Parameter Calculation
In addition to NEGF, we will also self-consistently solve for the proximity-
induced order parameter for a TI-SC heterostructure, as shown in Chapter
6. In this scenario, we consider a system of a TI thin film stacked on top of
a conventional s–wave SC region. The simulated system is in real space in
the depth (zˆ) direction but can be left in terms of ~k = (kx, ky), which remain
good quantum numbers due to the in-plane translational invariance.
In order to model a bulk s–wave SC, the first NSC points in the zˆ-direction
are parabolic while the remaining points above are the idealized TI thin film
(see Table 2.1),
H0(~k, z) =
(3− cos kx − cos ky)I4 if z ≤ NSC(M + cos kx + cos ky)Γ0 + (sin kx)Γ1 + (sin ky)Γ2 if z > NSC
Hz(z) =
12I4 if z ≤ NSC1
2
Γ0 +
i
2
Γ3 if z > NSC
(2.49)
In this case, both the TI and the metal are listed in terms of four orbitals,
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with Ψ~k,z = (cA↑,~k,z, cA↓,~k,z, cB↑,~k,z, cB↓,~k,z)
T the destruction operator for a
particle with in-plane momentum ~k = (kx, ky) at lattice point z.
We previously introduced superconductivity in real space at the mean-
field level with a density-density attraction shown in Section 2.1.5. This
holds true, but with a slight variation for pairing in momentum space,
HSC = −U
∑
~k,z,α,β
[
∆∗αβ(~k, z)cα,~k,zcβ, ~−k,z
+∆αβ(~k, z)c
†
α,~k,z
c†
β, ~−k,z
−|∆αβ(~k, z)|2
]
,
(2.50)
where U once again represents the strength of the attractive interaction and
α, β ∈ {A ↑, A ↓, B ↑, B ↓}. The second operator has opposite momentum,
resulting from the fact that momentum-space Cooper pairing occurs between
electrons on opposite sides of the Fermi surface. In the case of an s–wave
SC, the only nonzero pairing terms are
∆S(~k, z) = ∆SA(~k, z) + ∆SB(~k, z)
= (∆A↑A↓(~k, z)−∆A↓A↑(~k, z)) + (∆B↑B↓(~k, z)−∆B↓B↑(~k, z)).
(2.51)
Spin-momentum locking in the TI may give rise to so-called unconventional
Cooper pairing in the TI, i.e. any configuration of ∆αβ may yield a self-
consistent nonzero value (see Chapter 6). In this case, SC in the TI is induced
rather existing intrinsically, hence U = 0 for all TI layers. To evaluate this,
we expand the single-particle Hamiltonian into the Bogoliubov-de Gennes
(BdG) Hamiltonian to include mean-field attraction,
HBdG =
∑
~k,z
Φ†~k,zHBdG(~k, z)Φ~k,z
=
∑
~k,z
Φ†~k,z
(
H(~k, z)− µ(z) −U∆S(~k, z)
−U∆†S(~k, z) −H∗(−~k, z) + µ(z)
)
Φ~k,z
+
∑
~k,z
Φ†~k,z
(
Hz(z) 0
0 −H∗z(z)
)
Φ~k,z+zˆ,
(2.52)
as shown in Eq. 2.18. We show below that the order parameter can be
calculated via the eigenstates of the BdG Hamiltonian, thus we Bogoliubov-
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transform, or diagonalize, Eq. 2.52 into [48]
HBdG
(
u~k,z,n −v∗~k,z,n
v~k,z,n u
∗
~k,z,n
)
=
(
En 0
0 −En
)(
u~k,z,n −v∗~k,z,n
v~k,z,n u
∗
~k,z,n
)
, (2.53)
where n labels the eigenstate with energy En, which has associated eigenvec-
tor (u~k,z,n, v~k,z,n)
T .
The s–wave pairing order parameters are obtained from the expectation
values associated with the pairing of the eigenstates in the same way shown
in Eq. 2.16 [48],
∆SA(~k, z) = 〈c~k,z,A↑c−~k,z,A↓ − c~k,z,A↓c−~k,z,A↑〉
=
∑
n
(u~k,z,n,A↑v
∗
~k,z,n,A↓ − u~k,z,n,A↓v∗~k,z,n,A↑) tanh
En
2kBT
,
(2.54)
where tanh(E) = f(E)−f(−E) is a simplification of the difference of electron
and hole distribution functions. Temperature is set to T = 1 K, though the
calculation remains largely insensitive to its selection as far as it is much
smaller than the superconducting gap. Equations 2.52-2.54 are iterated over
until a self-consistent solution to both singlet order parameters, ∆SA(~k, z)
and ∆SB(~k, z), is achieved to a resolution of 1 µeV. Upon convergence, the
any given pairing term in the TI is similarly evaluated as
∆αβ(~k, z) = 〈c~k,z,αc−~k,z,β〉
=
∑
n
(u~k,z,n,αv
∗
~k,z,n,β
) tanh
En
2kBT
.
(2.55)
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CHAPTER 3
NORMAL STATE TRANSPORT IN
CORRUGATED TI CHANNELS
3.1 Introduction
Although Bismuth-based materials have shown experimental signatures of
gapless surface modes, they unfortunately suffer from large bulk conduction:
they are not truly insulating due to chemical imperfections [20] and so are
not readily amenable to traditional transport measurements. For example,
in the ternary chalcogenide Bi2Te2Se, the surface–to–bulk conductivity ratio
is ∼6% [49], though the measurements on the exact ratio differ [50]. This
makes surface transport properties very difficult to measure, let alone ma-
nipulate [51, 52]. A challenge lies in acquiring the ability to distinguish, via
transport, the interesting surface state dynamics from the less interesting
dynamics in the bulk, as an initial step in material characterization towards
the more promising applications of TIs in novel electronic devices and exotic
quantum phenomena.
While the existence of the topologically protected surface state has been
detected in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [53, 54] and
scanning tunneling microcopy (STM) [55]–[57] experiments, none of these
techniques directly probe surface transport. But more fundamentally, there
is significant disagreement [58, 59] about the nature of the surface state itself
due to contradictory measurements from the disparate techniques of ARPES,
STM, quantum oscillations, and Hall conductance measurements [60, 51,
49, 61, 62, 59]. Band structure bending may occur at the surface, induc-
ing a crossing of the Fermi energy only at the surface, and surface probes
like ARPES and STM may provide a skewed picture of the material as a
whole [63, 59]. Conduction band states in the doped bulk form a parallel con-
ducting path that cannot be effectively removed by electrostatic gating [64]
and traditional transport and Hall measurements on samples of varying ge-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of device under consideration. Contacts induce a
longitudinal current across the channel, which distorts the BEC that is
confined by IDC and BBias into a cigar-shaped magnetic micro-trap a height
h above the material. BOffset shifts the BEC laterally, necessary for the
Raster scan method in Fig. 3.7.
ometry require a number of assumptions to analyze transport data, even on
nanosamples [52, 58]. Time-resolved fundamental and second harmonic op-
tical pump-probe spectroscopy can reveal differences in transient responses
in the surface versus bulk states [65], but this detection method does not
isolate transport properties in the surface from the bulk.
Extant methods are not wholly satisfying from the standpoint of robustly
detecting topologically protected surface states in presumptive topological in-
sulators in a relatively model-independent fashion. By contrast, the proposal
laid out in this chapter presents an independent technique that enables the
direct detection of the surface current in a manner that provides a relatively
model-free measure of the surface conductivity versus the bulk conductivity.
This information may prove crucial in attempts to improve material growth
techniques for obtaining more ideal TIs, such as those necessary to probe the
fundamental properties of TIs.
The atom chip microscope presented here may also advance TI physics
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in other manners. The surface state of existing TIs seems to be fragile
in that over time and exposure, ARPES and THz-scale spectroscopy have
shown modifications to the surface and bulk states [66, 67]. Such aging
effects will hamper device functionality unless fabrication techniques miti-
gate this effect. A surface transport probe such as we propose should be a
powerful tool to diagnose these aging effects under various preparation con-
ditions. Moreover, dynamically adding magnetic impurities to the surface
breaks time-reversal symmetry in a way that should disrupt surface trans-
port of the Dirac state [68, 58]. The cryogenic atom chip microscope would
be well-poised to observe such dynamics.
Taking a long-term perspective, the proposed microscope serves a dual
purpose in that it may enable the coherent coupling of matter waves to
Majorana fermions, for either imaging or for building topologically protected
quantum hybrid circuits [69]. Indeed, the atom chip microscope may serve
as an interesting probe of transport in topological superconducting systems
of copper intercalated Bi2Se3 [70, 71].
As such, we examine the possibility of utilizing magnetic field signatures
from electronic transport in TIs as a means of characterizing the topologi-
cally protected surface state. Specifically, we propose the use of atom chips—
substrates supporting micron-sized current-carrying wires that create mag-
netic micro-traps near surfaces for thermal gases or Bose-Einstein conden-
sates (BECs)—to enable single-shot and raster-scanned large-field-of-view
detection of magnetic fields emanating from electronic transport in a TI. A
previous proposal noted the utility of atom chip microscopy in the context
of imaging transport in two-dimensional electron gases and employing these
electron gases for atom trapping [72].
Figure 3.2 depicts the principles of the atom chip microscopy. Cryogenic
atom chip microscopy introduces very important features to the toolbox of
high-resolution, strongly correlated and topological material microscopy: si-
multaneous detection of magnetic and electric fields (down to the sub-single
electron charge level); no invasive large magnetic fields or gradients; simul-
taneous microscopic and macroscopic spatial resolution; freedom from 1/f
flicker noise at low frequencies; and the complete decoupling of probe and
sample temperatures. This latter feature is important since cooling topo-
logical insulator samples below ∼100 K is typically necessary to maximize
sample resistivity.
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Figure 3.2: Principle of atom-chip microscopy. (a) A BEC, shown in red, is
confined above the atom chip. (b) Current running through the sample
wire perturbs the BEC via an induced magnetic field which deforms the
otherwise smooth BEC cloud. The perturbation is measurable with a
near-infrared laser and a CCD camera, providing µm-scale resolution of
density perturbations in the BEC. (c) The TI sample (shown in blue) may
be mounted on the cryogenically cooled atom chip.
We begin by describing atom chip microscopy [73, 74, 75] and conclude
with a scheme to measure the surface-to-bulk conductance ratio from the
resulting DC magnetic field using this technique. In support of this scheme,
we calculate spatially resolved currents to understand the effect of doping on
surface transport in Bi2Se3 thin films. Bi2Se3 is of particular interest because
its bulk gap can be as high as 0.3 eV, though recent experiments have shown
that the Fermi level in the bulk is usually pinned to the conduction band
(CB) by Se vacancies, requiring either gating or doping to suppress bulk
states [62]. We focus our attention on the transport dynamics of the system
depicted in Fig. 3.1. Contacts located on the top left and right edges of
the system induce a longitudinal current across the thin film channel while
the back gate tunes the chemical potential. We compare current profiles in
undoped and doped Bi2Se3 thin films and to that of a conventional metal
conductor. We show that a corrugated surface on a TI, in which columns of
material are removed (e.g. with a focused ion beam (FIB)) to form trenches
on the top surface, provides a unique environment in which to magnify the
contrast between surface and bulk current and to extract the surface-to-bulk
conductance ratio from single-shot or multiple-shot atom chip microscopy
measurements.
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3.2 Imaging Transport via Atom Chip Microscopy
We now describe the atom chip trapping technique [76]–[78]. The proposed
transport probe of TIs consists of a collection of trapped ultra-cold or Bose-
condensed neutral atoms. Shrinking coils to the micron scale can greatly
enhance the trap’s gradient and curvature. A micro-trap’s gradient and cur-
vature scale as I/r2 and I/r3, respectively, where I is the wire current and
r is the trap center-to-wire distance. Currents of ∼100 mA and wire cross
sections of a few square microns are required to obtain high trap gradients at
small r. Unfortunately, mounting such coils in a UHV chamber suitable for
laser cooling is not practical. Fortunately, fields with similar trap gradient
and curvature scaling laws may be obtained from micro-fabricated wires on
a planar substrate. When combined with a weak, easily produced homoge-
neous bias field BBias, such microwires create extremely tight magnetic traps
for atoms suspended above the surface [79]. Full accessibility for nearby
solid-state materials is preserved. The robust loading, confinement, and de-
tection of ultra-cold atoms using chip-based traps has been demonstrated
down to h≈ 1 µm [80]–[83], including atom chip trap-based BEC produc-
tion (see Ref. [78] for review). Condensate lifetimes above dielectrics have
been measured to be greater than 1 s with minimal atom loss at distance
h [80]. The same trap stability is expected over the thin metals employed
here, where the metal thickness is less than the skin depth and h [84, 85]:
Surface state thickness in ideal TIs should be less than the 150-nm thickness
of the metallic mirror coated on top of the sample (over a thin insulating in-
termediate layer), and non-ideal, doped TIs naturally have 106× larger bulk
resistivities (1 Ω-cm) than, e.g., gold [49].
While BEC production using atom chips is now a mature technology, a
major spoiler of device functionality has been the disturbance of the otherwise
smooth trap potential from the very current-carrying conductors that form
it. The meandering current in wires due to scattering centers—and thus
magnetic field inhomogeneities at the ppm level—causes fragmentation of
the trapped BEC into cigar-shaped sections of BEC [78]. This fragmentation
inhibits matter wave transport once the BEC chemical potential is less than
local potential maxima.
However, this surprisingly sensitive susceptibility of atom traps to mag-
netic field perturbations is a feature we propose to exploit for the study of
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transport in TIs. By a simple rearrangement of the trapping bias field and
microwire current path, atoms can be placed far away from the trapping
wire (> 100 µm) but within microns above a material whose magnetic and
electric field inhomogeneities are of interest. Figure 3.2 depicts the operat-
ing principle of the atom chip microscope in which the density of a BEC is
perturbed by a TI sample without adverse affects from the trapping wire
itself. A recent experiment demonstrated the use of a Rb-based atom chip to
image current flow in a room temperature gold wire with 10-µm resolution
(3-µm magnetic field resolution) and sub-nT sensitivity [73, 74]. Imaging at
h = 3 µm provided 3-µm-resolution of sub-milliradian deviations in current
flow angle [75]. With improvements to imaging systems, e.g., using high-
numerical and aberration-corrected lens systems [86], resolution of transport
flow at the 1 to 2-µm-level should be possible.
The atom chip microscopy measurements in this proposal require the eas-
ily obtained confinement of a cigar-shaped BEC within h = 2–10 µm [80]
from a TI surface. The axis of the BEC lies along yˆ and can be positioned
anywhere along xˆ for imaging the magnetic field from the transport flow be-
tween the two bias contacts. Small inhomogeneous fields B⊥ transverse to
the cigar-shaped BEC do not affect the density of the BEC due to the high
transverse trapping frequencies. However, inhomogeneous fields B‖ along
the BEC axis, even at the nT level, can easily perturb the BEC density due
to its low chemical potential and weakly confining trap frequency. Thus,
the cigar-shaped, quasi-1D BEC serves as a vector-resolved magnetic field
sensor, measuring field modulations along the condensate axis. The source
current is derived from the local magnetic field map via application of the
Biot-Savart law [73, 74, 75]. Thus, the BEC serves to image transport as
well as the local magnetic field inhomogeneities: The sensed fields along yˆ
primarily arise from transport transverse to the BEC axis—i.e., in the yz-
plane—allowing the BEC to detect deviations in both the depth and angle
of transport, though for the measurements of surface–to–bulk conductivity
ratio presented below in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, the condensate is primarily
sensitive to modulation in zˆ rather than angular deviation in yˆ. This is due
to the very broad sample (and trenches) in yˆ, resulting in a yˆ-field arising
from a sheet, rather than line, current at different depths in zˆ in the regions
of imaging interest.
The atomic gas density may be imaged above a surface assuming the top
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surface is made reflective with a ∼150 nm-thin metal film on thin insulator.
With high-resolution BEC imaging optics, the distance h of the gas from
the TI surface sets the transport imaging resolution of the atom chip mi-
croscope [80, 87, 88, 89]. Ultra-cold gases have been confined and imaged
in atom chip traps at h ≈ 1 µm and patch potentials have not been ob-
served to affect such traps above at least 5 µm [81]–[83]. Measurements of
the surface–to–bulk conductivity ratio, discussed in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5,
do not require resolution better than, e.g., 5 µm, because the feature sizes
of the trenched TI can be on the tens of micron length scale. Thus, only
h ≥ 5 µm surface heights are needed, and at these heights, patch field effects
will not significantly affect the trapping potential for atom chip microscopy
even when imaging above trenched regions.
3.3 Quantum Transport Calculation
We perform quantum transport calculations on doped and undoped Bi2Se3
thin films using the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism (see
Chapter 2). These calculations allow us to examine current flow in TIs along
smooth and corrugated surfaces and compare these transport profiles with
that of a single orbital metal. The corresponding DC magnetic field from
transport in either the TI or the metal is calculated from the current profile
using the Biot-Savart law.
3.3.1 Transport profiles
We first describe numerical results comparing the spatially resolved current
profiles for thin films of undoped Bi2Se3, doped Bi2Se3, and metallic thin
films in Fig. 3.3. The dimensions of the system are limited by computational
time to a channel 17.6 nm (44 sites) in xˆ by 10.0 nm (25 sites) in zˆ, and
with periodic boundary conditions in the transverse width direction. The
contacts are placed only on the top surface (z = 0) at x = 0 and 17.6 nm
and stretch along the entire y-direction. The contact biases are set to VL=
-VR = 0.09 V so that injected carriers are confined within the bulk gap and
thus pass only through surface states if the system is undoped. Current
flows along the topologically nontrivial surface states of the undoped Bi2Se3,
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Figure 3.3: Current profile, where red/bright (blue/dark) denote high (low)
current density in: (a) and (d) undoped Bi2Se3; (b) and (e) doped Bi2Se3;
and (c) and (f) metal thin films. Positions of contact leads shown as gold
rectangles in (a) and (d). (d–f) Current flow around two trenches in the top
surface of the material. Trenches in these plots are 1 nm wide, 5 nm deep,
and separated by 7 nm. (d) Current hugs the upper surface contour in the
undoped Bi2Se3 sample, but fails to do so in the (e) doped Bi2Se3 and (f)
metal model.
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as shown in Fig. 3.3a, decaying into the bulk with a length scale of ∼3 nm
along the top and bottom surfaces and ∼5 nm along the side surfaces. The
discrepancy is due to the anisotropy in the effective velocity in the zˆ and
[xˆ, yˆ] directions, a consequence of the anisotropic quintuple layer structure of
Bi2Se3 discussed in Section 2.1.1. The current profile of the undoped system
qualitatively retains this shape for all biases within the bulk gap.
Transport in an undoped, ideal Bi2Se3 sample with a perfectly insulating
bulk is carried only through surface states. Since most Bi2Se3 thin films are
not ideal, however, there is a finite bulk conductivity, and it is desirable to
devise a scheme which can show clear evidence of the topological surface
states in the presence of bulk doping. We show in Section 3.3.2 that our
proposed geometry provides a means to measure the degree of doping in the
system.
Recent experiments on Bi2Se3 thin films point to an inhomogeneous distri-
bution of doping in which the chemical potential is smoothly raised along the
bottom half of the TI [64]. However, we simply assume a homogeneous dop-
ing profile of 0.2 eV above the Dirac point of the surface states (see Fig. 2.1).
We have checked that our qualitative conclusions do not change if different
doping profiles are used. Figure 3.3(b) shows the resulting current profile
when the chemical potential is raised to 0.2 eV above the Dirac point. A
parallel conducting path in the bulk limits topological flow along the top
and bottom surface and there are significant increases in the total current.
For completeness, we study the transport behavior in a simple metallic
thin film. The first use of atom chip microscopy demonstrated that cur-
rent tends to move around impurities in a metal at 45◦ angles, as expected
from analytical calculations [75]. As a check on the validity of these numer-
ical results, we replicate this observation as a cross-check of our numerics
by placing a circular impurity 3 nm in diameter in the middle of the metal
channel with bias configuration VL = -0.09 V and VR = 0.09 V. (Electron
majority carriers flow from left to right.) Figure 3.4 shows that electrons
primarily flow around the circular impurity at 45◦ angles before returning to
a uniform current flow due to dissipation. The angular dependence is less
prominent beyond the impurity, as dissipation is the cause of angular distor-
tion in the metal rather than a sharp potential boundary as for the TIs. The
single-orbital tight-binding Hamiltonian is thus a simple model that never-
theless produces a current profile retaining the salient physics of transport
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Figure 3.4: Plot of angle dependence of electron flow around a circular
impurity in the metal model, with flow around the single impurity
occurring primarily at 45◦ angles.
in disordered metals, in good agreement with analytical calculations and ex-
perimental observations using atom chip microscopy. As is the case in the
trenched system, the angular dependence retains this characteristic shape of
the current profile regardless of bias range or system size.
Returning to our study of transport profiles, we can see that such transport
in topologically trivial materials starkly differs from ideal TI systems even in
the clean limit. Hopping in the metal is isotropic, and we see in Fig. 3.3(c)
that current diffuses into the gapless bulk. (The current profile is normalized
to have the same total current the same as in the undoped Bi2Se3 simulation.)
The metal retains this current profile regardless of bias strength or hopping
energy.
3.3.2 Effect of doping on surface current in idealized TI
We perform an additional calculation with idealized TI parameters for the
lattice Hamiltonian (see Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.1). Figure 3.5b explores the
surface current ratio with the ideal model using the same bias configuration
as in the Bi2Se3 case (VL = -VR = 0.09 V). The gapless states are much more
closely tied to the surface in this model, as states evanescently decay into
the bulk proportional to the strength of the mass gap, such that tunneling
between trenches is negligible when doping is zero. The ratio remains near
unity until the CB minimum is reached, as the model has a much larger bulk
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Figure 3.5: Plot of the ratio of surface current between the trenches relative
to an idealized surface current as a function of bulk doping strength for (a)
Bi2Se3 and for the idealized (b) without and (c) with a particle-hole
symmetry breaking term, D1 = 1.0 eV A˚
2
.
gap. However, there is a decline in the ratio once the first CB minimum is
reached at ±0.5 eV. Band structure plots of each model are shown in Fig. 2.1.
Particle-hole symmetry breaking biases the measurement of the back-gate
voltage at the Is,ideal = Is point away from the Dirac point. Such asymmetry
is induced by setting D1 = 0.5 eV A˚
2
in Eq. 2.1. Figure 3.5c shows simu-
lations with particle-hole asymmetry demonstrating this effect. The peak is
offset from the Dirac point, but by an amount given by the changed disper-
sion (Fermi velocity) at the Dirac point. Once measured, this effect may be
accounted for in the Is/Is,ideal calibration.
3.3.3 Transport around corrugations
Doped and undoped Bi2Se3 channels are capable of effecting different trans-
port characteristics than topologically trivial materials, such as a simple
metal. However, as Fig. 3.3b shows, doping can mask TI-specific trans-
port signatures. We next seek to devise a channel geometry whose magnetic
field response will provide a distinct signature of topological current flow.
We show in Figs. 3.3(d–f) that the current profiles in Figs. 3.3(a–c) change
dramatically when two trenches 1-nm (2 sites) wide in xˆ and 5-nm (12 sites)
deep are formed on the top surface. In the case of an undoped TI, Fig. 3.3d
shows that current flows around the trench and along the surface between the
trenches. In this configuration, with a 7-nm separation between trenches, we
find that over 92% of top surface current flows within 3 nm of the top surface
between trenches, with only a small degradation due to bulk tunneling. We
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Figure 3.6: Transverse yˆ component of the DC magnetic field By 1 nm from
the top surface, produced by longitudinal transport of surface current
density 5 µA/nm though the material with two trenches as in Fig. 3.1.
Field is shown for undoped (green line) and doped (dashed-dot light blue
line) Bi2Se3 and the metal model (dashed dark blue line). The surface
current between the trenches in the undoped system creates a signature of
topological current flow with an observable change in By that is directly
related to doping strength.
note that the conductivity does not change when trenches are added, as the
contacts still have access to the topologically protected surface states.
If the bulk doping is sufficient to open a parallel conducting path, however,
surface and bulk states will hybridize and allow carriers to move through the
bulk instead of closely following the engineered geometric path, as shown
in Fig. 3.3e. We find that top surface current between the trenches drops
monotonically and approximately linearly as doping strength in the bulk is
increased from zero to 0.2 eV. Figure 3.5a depicts the dependence of surface
current on doping in the bulk. Current is pushed even further into the bulk
for the simple metal [Fig. 3.3f], with otherwise little qualitative change. As
expected, there is a decrease in conductivity of the trenched metal which is
proportional to the change in effective cross-sectional area.
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3.3.4 Magnetic field from transport
Though the calculations depicted in Fig. 3.3 demonstrate a clear qualita-
tive distinction between topologically non-trivial and trivial current flow in
corrugated systems due to pinning of TI conducting state wave functions
to the surface, atom-chip microscopy does not measure the current directly,
but rather the magnetic fields produced from the currents. In this section
we show that such surface states, in contrast to bulk states, generate clear
signatures in the magnetic field produced by DC current flow. Corrugating
the surface structure accentuates the surface current signature by inducing
flow along paths with sharp discontinuities. The field from such flow is fun-
damentally different than that of a metal or heavily doped TI.
Three methods may be used to distinguish an ideal TI with no doping
(Fig. 3.3d) from one with doping (Fig. 3.3e). Method (a) involves raster-scan
imaging the field modulation along an xˆ-oriented line centered symmetrically
above the trenches. This field arises from the zˆ-modulation of the primarily
xˆ-directed current (see Fig. 3.7a). Method (b), similar to method (a), involves
imaging the field modulation along a yˆ-oriented line centered symmetrically
above the additional trenches depicted in Fig. 3.7b. Method (c) involves
imaging the field arising from yˆ current modulation around the corners of
the trenches. At a distance z < −d from the surface, where d is the trench
separation in Fig. 3.7a, the amplitude of the signal in method (c) is less
than a factor of two different between a doped versus an undoped TI. While
current flow around the trench is in principle measurable, we chose to focus
this work on methods (a) and (b) because they provide a signal of much
stronger contrast for distinguishing the degree of doping in a TI.
In method (a), the yˆ-component of the magnetic field above a line con-
necting the centers of the parallel trenches is measured in a multiple-shot,
raster-scan fashion. Figure 3.6a plots this By magnetic field z = 1 nm above
the surface of each material system. The undoped TI system shows a peak
in By between the trenches due to surface current flow that approaches the
maximum value halfway between the trenches. The peak signature in the
doped TI is reduced due to the spatial separation of bulk current; a small
decrease in By between the trenches is attributed to the surface current rem-
nant. The magnetic field response smoothly connects the undoped to the
doped case as the surface-to-bulk conductance ratio increases. This effect
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Figure 3.7: (a) Raster scan method for observing the field along xˆ. BECs
are sequentially created and imaged at positions along xˆ to form the field
profile in panel (c). (b) Single-shot detection proposal in which a single
BEC can image the field profile in panel (d). (c) Field By from the raster
scan method depicted in panel (a) is plotted 2 µm from the surface for a
sample 150 µm long and 10 µm wide. The two trenches are 30 µm wide and
5 µm deep and are separated by d = 30 µm. (d) Field By from the
single-shot method depicted in panel (b) and plotted 2 µm from the surface
for a sample 500 µm long and 500 µm wide. The two trenches along xˆ are
100 µm wide and 5 µm deep and are separated by 30 µm. The two trenches
along yˆ are w = 100 µm wide, 20 µm long and separated by L = 100 µm.
Panels (c) and (d) show the magnetic field response for a system with
surface–to–bulk current ratio of 100% (green line), 50% (dashed-dot light
blue line), and 0% (dashed dark blue line).
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provides a detection channel through which one may estimate the doping
level from the surface-to-bulk conductance ratio, as discussed in more de-
tail in Section 3.3.5. Additionally, the field from TIs show a much sharper
increase to either side of the trench pair when compared with the conven-
tional metal model: The topological system, regardless of doping, produces
a transport pattern distinct from simple metals because current does not
immediately move into the bulk.
For an undoped TI, surface current magnitude does not appreciably change
when trenches are added. Surface conductance dominates, and By is nearly
as large between the trenches as it is outside of the trenches; the small dis-
crepancy arises from current flowing in zˆ around the trenches, which results
in a By reduction of roughly 5% in our model system. This effect would be
less prominent in systems of larger size. Elastic backscattering in the highly
doped system via bulk channels, however, causes a slight decrease in the
average magnitude of By.
Unfortunately, our simulations are confined to small dimensions due to the
computational cost of the formalism; matrix sizes of the 3D system quickly
become intractable even when translational invariance in the transverse di-
rection is exploited. Thus, we are not able to numerically simulate systems
that are of the necessary size for atom-chip microscopy. Fortunately, doping
yields effects on transport regardless of trench size, channel dimensions, or
aspect ratios, and the contrast in the field from surface versus bulk current is
insensitive to system size. Over long length scales, inelastic scattering may
harm the spin-orbit locking of the topologically protected surface state, but
the existence of a conduction state at the surface remains regardless of sys-
tem size. As such we do not anticipate a significant depreciation in surface
current flow as the impurity scattering would be too weak to induce signifi-
cant bulk current flow or backscattering. Therefore, the average magnitude
of By should remain nearly constant in large samples.
Current transport would generate a similar By magnetic field if the sys-
tem were expanded to be 103 larger so that the channel and trench sizes in
Fig. 3.6a were of µm rather than nm scale. Figure 3.7c shows By at 1 µm
from the surface when length scales are enlarged by 103 to accommodate the
atom chip microscope resolution. For the same surface current density, the
resulting field is 103 smaller, ∼10−6 T, which is well above the nT sensitivity
of atom chip microscopy. Currents 103 smaller could be used to minimize
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resistive heating while still generating a detectable field signature. The field
calculation is described in further detail in Section 3.4. Similarly measurable
profiles at lower fields may be measured at h ≥ 2 µm. Adding more trenches
to the TI surface in an array is expected to further accentuate the transport
signals of interest.
Method (b), while requiring four, rather than two, trenches, is a single-
shot technique for measuring an analogous transport profile to that shown
in Fig 3.7c. (Additional complexity in fabricating multiple trenches is not
prohibitive.) Figure 3.7b shows how the ultra-cold atomic cloud could extend
over two lateral trenches in addition to the space between the pair of trenches
oriented along the xˆ current flow. In this case, the experimental measurement
could be performed in one shot, meaning that the BEC would not have to be
swept through a series of spatial configurations to measure the important field
magnitudes, but could be performed at once in the same micro-trap state.
This requires a larger, micro-trap length, but is realizable as they can exceed
hundreds of µm in length [90]. The resulting yˆ magnetic field detected by
the microscope, shown in Fig. 3.7d, is qualitatively similar to that recorded
in method (a), however method (b) is much simpler and faster.
3.3.5 Determination of surface–to–bulk conductance ratio
In order to determine the surface–to–bulk conductance ratio, we consider
three points in the magnetic field plots of either Fig. 3.7c or Fig. 3.7d: the
maximum outside the trenches, By1, the maximum directly between the
trenches, By2, and the minimum directly above one of the trenches, By3.
The ratio of surface current Is between the trenches to surface current in an
ideal system Is,ideal obeys the phenomenological equation:
Is
Is,ideal
=
By2 −By3
By1 −By3 . (3.1)
Equation 3.1 yields a ratio of 92% for the undoped system, compared to the
actual value of 92% in the simulation. Current in zˆ and limited system sizes
cause a deviation in By that is ameliorated by larger trench sizes and larger
separation between the trenches. Equation 3.1 provides a measure of Is given
a microscopic model for Is,ideal, and the surface–to–bulk conductivity ratio
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may be determined by measuring the total current I through the system.
Fortunately, a microscopic model for Is,ideal is unnecessary if one calibrates
the ratio of Is/Is,ideal versus doping level, as we now explain.
Figure 3.5a shows how the ratio of surface current between the trenches
changes relative to the expected surface current in Bi2Se3. When the back-
gate tunes the effective doping to be directly at the Dirac point of Bi2Se3
(compensating any intrinsic doping), surface current reaches 92% of its ideal
value when trenches are added. The relationship between surface current de-
cay and doping strength is approximately linear until a bulk band is reached:
the additional bulk states cause surface current to modulate. However, the
overall effect near the Dirac point is monotonic and allows for the magnetic
field response to smoothly map the transition from the undoped to the doped
regimes.
The back-gate in Fig. 3.1 allows one to tune the effective doping level
regardless of intrinsic doping level. By measuring Is/Is,ideal in the multiple (a)
or single shot (b) method of Section 3.3.4, one obtains a full Is/Is,ideal curve as
in Fig. 3.5a. The curve in Fig. 3.5a is less monotonic than it would be had the
simulation been immune to finite-size effects. Experimental samples would be
larger and exhibit fewer modulations. Nevertheless, such a curve will always
have its global maximum at the point where the Fermi level reaches the
Dirac point. This is also where Iideal ≈ Is, and combined with a two-probe
transport measurement of I at high gate bias, such a measurement provides
a model-independent calibration of the Is/Is,ideal curve. Mobility ratio in the
bulk and surface can be determined by comparing the total current at this
Dirac point back-gate bias with a back-gate bias far from this peak (e.g., near
±0.3 eV in Fig. 2.1a). Thus, determination of the bulk–to–surface conduction
ratio can be accomplished in a relatively model-independent fashion.
3.4 Analytic Calculation of Magnetic Field
The small systems size to which this formalism is limited prevents the trenches
from completely isolating each component of the magnetic field response nec-
essary for determining the surface–to–bulk conductance ratio. Undesirable
contributions from current around the trenches cause a significant deviation
of roughly 5% to the magnetic field response. To show how this is mitigated
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with larger system sizes—and to produce the plots in Fig. 3.6(c,d)—we com-
pare results of the simulation to the analytical magnetic field response of a
current carrying plate with equivalent geometry. Using the Biot-Savart law,
the magnetic field response for a current-carrying wire going from point xl
to xr in the longitudinal direction is
~B(~r) =
µ0
4pi
∫ xr
xl
Id~l × ~r
r3
=
µ0Id
4pi
∫ xr
xl
(zˆ sin θ − yˆ cos θ)dx′
((x− x′)2 + y2 + z2)3/2
=
µ0I
4pid
(zˆ sin θ − yˆ cos θ)
×
[
xr − x√
d2 + (x− xr)2
− xl − x√
d2 + (x− xl)2
]
,
(3.2)
where d =
√
y2 + z2 and θ = tan−1(y/z). We assume the points at which
the magnetic field will be measured lie along the xˆ direction, directly above
the middle of the channel, where y=0 and θ = 0. The resulting magnetic
field will have negligible Bx and Bz components due to the symmetry of a
sheet current.
We now seek to take into account the width of the current carrying surface.
According to Ampere’s law, the total magnetic field a distance d above a
horizontal current sheet of finite width and infinite length is
~B(~r) = −yˆ µ0j0d
pi
∫ W/2
0
dy
y2 + d2
= −yˆ µ0j0
pi
arctan
(
W
2d
)
,
(3.3)
where W is the width of the channel. The magnetic field above a current
plate thus decays proportionally to arctan(W/2d) rather than a simple 1/d
dependence. The change in the magnetic field magnitude caused by current
moving in the bulk compared to current along the surface must be apprecia-
ble, thus the width should remain as small as possible so that the contrast
remains high. For example, a width of 10 µm is thin enough for the magnetic
field to drop more than 50% when the trenches are 5 µm deep and the atoms
lie 1-2 µm from the surface.
We define two functions for the yˆ magnetic field response due to xˆ and
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zˆ-directed current,
BIx(x, y;xl, xr, z0, jm) ≡ −µ0jma0
4pi
z0
y2 + z20
×
[
xr − x√
(x− xr)2 + y2 + z20
− xl − x√
(x− xl)2 + y2 + z20
]
,
(3.4)
BIz(x, y;x0, zl, zr, jm) ≡ µ0jma0
4pi
x
x2 + y2
×
[
zr√
(x− x0)2 + y2 + z2r
− zl√
(x− x0)2 + y2 + z2l
]
.
(3.5)
These functions are used to calculate the magnetic field response of a current
configuration analogous to those seen in Fig. 3.6 but for larger dimensions.
We calculate the magnetic field response by summing over the entire width
of the system.
The simulations yield a surface current density of 4.9 µA nm−1, in good
agreement with the analytic solution for current in Bi2Se3,
j0 =
e2
h
kFVapp = 5.1µA nm
−1, (3.6)
where kF is the Fermi wave vector, for an applied bias Vapp = VL - VR =
0.18 V. We ignore side surface current and assume the channel is deep enough
that surface current contributions to the magnetic field around the bottom
corners may be neglected. Homogeneous additions to the magnetic field will
not change the calculation, as the surface–to–bulk ratio is determined by the
magnetic field magnitude in between the trenches relative to the magnetic
field above each trench. A similar calculation was used to create the field
profile in Fig. 3.7d.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown that atom chip microscopy may be applied in
the context of materials exhibiting topologically protected surface transport
by calculating the current flow through lithographically tailored surface de-
fects in topological insulators (TI)—both idealized TIs and those with a band
structure and conductivity typical of Bi2Se3. We conclude that the contrast
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in magnetic field from transport between corrugated TIs and topologically
trivial materials provides a single-shot, relatively model-independent method
for determining surface–to–bulk conductivity in TI thin films, even when en-
cumbered with disorder (e.g. Bi2Se3 with Se vacancies).
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CHAPTER 4
THE AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT IN TI
NANOWIRES
Chapter 3 dealt primarily with electron transport in TI channels in which
quantum confinement does not play a significant role. However, in TI nanowires
the surface states are confined by periodic boundary conditions in the shape
of a ring, along the perimeter of the wire. In this chapter, we focus on such
systems to show interference patterns with respect to a nonzero magnetic
flux, signatures of the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect that clearly indicate the
presence of surface states, as a natural first step in exploring the topological
properties of TIs in terms of a nontrivial Berry phase.
4.1 Quantum Mechanics in a Cylinder Geometry
In this section, we provide background for surface state interference effects TI
nanowires with dimensions comparable to the electron wavelength. We first
describe the energy sub-bands available for particles in a hollow, topologically
trivial cylinder geometry with radius r and longitudinal length L, in the
presence of a magnetic flux threaded inside the cylinder, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
In cylindrical coordinates (x, r, θ), the solution to the Schro¨dinger equation
for a free particle in a cylinder is
ψ±(x, r, θ) =
1√
2piL
eikxxe±iθkθr, (4.1)
where ψ+ (ψ−) denote wave functions with momentum in the clockwise
(counter-clockwise) direction around the cylinder. kθ is the corresponding
wave vector in the transverse direction, i.e. tangential to the ring, and kx is
the plane wave vector in the longitudinal direction.
Using a similar methodology to that shown in Eqs. 2.9–2.11, the vector
potential, in polar coordinates for a localized magnetic flux, can be included
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Figure 4.1: Schematic depiction of system under consideration. A magnetic
field in the longitudinal direction threads through a TI nanowire or a
hollow metal cylinder with surface states ψ±(x, r, θ).
as
~A(r, θ) =
φB
2pir
θˆ, (4.2)
where φB =
∫ ∫
~S
~B · d~S is the magnetic flux inside the cylinder. The pres-
ence of a vector potential causes the electron wave function to acquire an
additional phase shift,
ψ(x, r, θ)→ ψ(x, r, θ) exp
[
i
q
~
∫ ~r
0
~A(~l) · d~l
]
= ψ(x, r, θ) exp
[
i
q
~
θr
φB
2pir
]
= ψ(x, r, θ) exp
[
iθ
φB
φ0
]
,
(4.3)
where φ0 =
h
q
is the quantum of magnetic flux. Combined with Eq. 4.1,
magnetic flux through the hollow metal cylinder yields possible eigenstates
of the form
ψ±(x, r, θ) =
eikxx√
2pi
exp
[
±iθkθr + iθφB
φ0
]
. (4.4)
Continuity of the wave function requires
ψ±(x, r, θ) = ei2piψ±(x, r, θ + 2pi), (4.5)
which in turn yields
exp
[
i2pi(
φB
φ0
± kθr)
]
= 1, (4.6)
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Figure 4.2: Band structure in the longitudinal direction for TI nanowires
for a) φB = 0, b) φB = .1φ0 and c) φB = .5φ0, in which a protected gapless
mode (shown in red) appears at the Dirac point.
or, equivalently,
φB
φ0
± kθr = n, (4.7)
for integer values of n. For a metal cylinder (MC) with parabolic dispersion,
kθ,MC =
√
2mEMC/~, the constraint in Eq. 4.7 yields√
2mE±MC =
n~
r
± ~φB
rφ0
. (4.8)
Solving for energy, this becomes
E±n,MC =
~2
mr2
[
n2
2
± n
(
φB
φ0
)
+
1
2
(
φB
φ0
)2]
=
~2
2mr2
(
n± φB
φ0
)2
,
(4.9)
where subscript n denotes that periodic transverse confinement leads to sub-
bands in energy and superscript ± denotes that the degeneracy in energy is
lifted by the longitudinal magnetic flux.
Similar confinement effects occur in a TI nanowire, as the surface states
are pinned along the perimeter. However, a fundamental difference occurs
due to the Berry phase (see Section 1.3.3), the contour integral of which is pi
rather than 2pi in TIs. This results in an anti-periodic boundary condition,
ψ±(x, r, θ) = eipiψ±(x, r, θ + 2pi), (4.10)
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such that
exp
[
i2pi(
φB
φ0
± kθr)
]
= −1, (4.11)
and
φB
φ0
± kθr = n+ 1
2
(4.12)
is the constraint for TI surface states. Linear dispersion, kθ,T I = E/(~vF )
(vF denotes Fermi velocity), combined with the constraint in Eq. 4.12 yields
a lower-order relation for energy sub-bands in a TI nanowire,
E±n,TI =
~vF
r
(
n+
1
2
± φB
φ0
)
, (4.13)
such that at zero field the surface state sub-bands are separated in energy by
a constant value defined as the sub-band gap, Eg ≡ ~vF/r. In both Eqs. 4.9
and 4.13, it is clear that E+n = E
−
n+n′ when
φB
φ0
= n
′
2
, for integer n′, due
to the existence of surface states in both systems. This interference effect
brought about by charge carrier orbits around regions with nonzero electro-
magnetic vector potential is known as the AB effect [39, 91]. Transversely
confined states are delocalized in the longitudinal direction; each sub-band
that crosses the Fermi energy will contribute an additional quantum of con-
ductance (q2/h) to longitudinal transport in the ballistic limit.
The resultant band structure of longitudinally delocalized modes in the
TI nanowire, Eq. 4.12, is shown in Fig. 4.2 for various values of φB. In the
absence of flux, transverse confinement opens a gap in the Dirac cone of
the surface states, each of which is doubly degenerate and separated by an
equivalent spacing that decreases with the radius of the nanowire. The addi-
tion of a small amount of flux splits the energy of the degenerate sub-bands
by modulating the transverse momentum necessary to maintain the anti-
periodic boundary condition. At half-integer values of flux, this modulation
leads to gapless modes along the surface that crosses the Dirac point.
4.2 TI Nanowire Transport
In this section, we relate Eqs. 4.9 and 4.13, to real-space transport simulations
of a hollow metal cylinder and a TI nanowire, respectively, to show how the
surface state confinement yields a qualitative signature of topological trans-
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port in TI nanowires. Simulations are performed using the NEGF formalism
in the ballistic limit, i.e. in the limit where scattering interactions vanish and
mean free path is much larger than the nanowire circumference. The metal
cylinder is formed with the single-orbital metal model such that no lattice
points exist outside of the outermost layer of the rectangular channel (see
Section 2.1.3). We insert a flux of magnitude φB according to the method
outlaid in Section 2.1.4, and calculate transmission, i.e. the two-terminal
differential conductance, as a function of chemical potential and longitudinal
magnetic flux, G(µ, φB), along a nanowire whose contacts are semi-infinite
extensions of the TI nanowire and metallic cylinder channels, respectively
(see Section 2.2.2).
Simulated transport results for the metal cylinder and the TI nanowire are
shown in Fig. 4.3. Both configurations yield step-like, checkerboard patterns
in conductance owing to transverse confinement of conducting states, due
to the fact that longitudinal translational invariance is not broken by the
semi-infinite contact configuration. In the metal cylinder, the n2 behavior of
sub-bands is clearly seen by the increased width of steps in the conductance
quanta, whereas sub-band spacing is constant in the TI. Consider a plot of
magneto-conductance for fixed EF = 0.2 eV in the TI nanowire, Fig. 4.3b.
The conductance will oscillate from a max of 4q2/h at integer values of φB
to a min of 3q2/h at half-integer values. However, the opposite oscillation
occurs for fixed EF = 0.25 eV. Conductance oscillates from a min of 4q
2/h at
integer values of φB to a max of 5q
2/h at half-integer values. This alternation
of the oscillation phase, for a set period of φ0, is a transport signature of the
AB effect, and is a direct consequence of surface states in topologically trivial
and nontrivial devices.
The true topological transport signature, however, arises when chemical
potential lies near the Dirac point (µ = 0), in between the lowest level sub-
bands with energy ±Eg/2. Conductance will shift from 0 to 1 (in units of
q2/h) as φB shifts from 0 to φ0/2, due to the closing of the surface state
sub-band gap. However, a chemical potential slightly above Eg/2 will dis-
play the opposite effect, moving from a peak conductance to a conductance
one quanta of conductance smaller as φB shifts from 0 to φ0/2. The exact
quantization is brought about by ballistic transport, though the sharp, step-
like shape is washed out by metallic contacts that break the longitudinal
translational invariance, as discussed in the following Section. The location
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Figure 4.3: Two-terminal conductance in (a) a metal cylinder and (b) a TI
nanowire vs. Fermi level and magnetic flux. Selected quanta of conductance
are listed on the left. Solid lines denote selected energy sub-bands, whose
degeneracy is lifted by nonzero flux.
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of the magneto-conductance peak alternates between integer and half-integer
values of φB/φ0 as chemical potential is raised by Eg/2.
While the alternation in the conductance oscillations is a signature of sur-
face state behavior seen in both metal cylinders and TI nanowires, the q2/h
conductance peak at the Dirac point is a direct consequence of the pi Berry
phase in TIs. By measuring specific dependence of the conductance on the
value of the magnetic flux, one can thus reveal the underlying topological
nature and pi Berry phase of the surface states in 3D TI nanowires.
4.3 Experimental Observation
In this section, we discuss the necessary experimental conditions to observe
the expected properties of 3D TI nanowires predicted in the previous section,
as well as direct measurements that show good agreement with the underlying
theory. To observe AB oscillation and quantized conductance, the nanowire
must be in the ballistic transport regime especially near the Dirac point. This
requires a long mean-free path, which is on the order of a few hundred nm
in Bi2Se3 [92], with respect to the length of the nanowire, as well as a high
aspect ratio (L > r) to yield a measurable sub-band gap Eg [93]. Beyond
the ballistic regime, scattering can mitigate contributions to the conductance
brought about by each sub-band. In the diffusive limit, magneto-conductance
oscillations can be dominated instead by oscillations of period h/2q, arising
from the Aharonov-Altshuler-Spivak (AAS) effect [94, 95], which is brought
about by weak anti-localization effects due to back-scattered time-reversed
paths. AAS oscillations can arise in both topologically trivial and nontrivial
materials, and is evidence only of diffusive transport that occludes the AB
signal yielding the true topological signature.
Secondly, the chemical potential must be tunable through the Dirac point
in the TI nanowire to observe the true topological behavior. High electron
n-doping in TIs is the major obstacle in tuning chemical potential to the
Dirac point in transport experiments, and can also cause large asymmetric
chemical potentials on the top and bottom surfaces of the TI when large
gate voltages are applied. To avoid these problems, we reduced n-doping
in TI nanowires by using bulk (Bi1.33Sb0.67)Se3 grown in situ to decrease
n-doping [96, 97, 98, 54] and by chemically doping devices using 2,3,5,6-
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Figure 4.4: a) Experimental configuration of the TI nanowire. b) SEM
image of device 1.
tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) molecules whose
strong electron affinity remove excess n-doping in Bi2Se3 [99].
The schematic and a sample SEM image of the device under consideration
are shown in Fig. 4.4. Longitudinal conductance is measured with current
and voltage probes and a back-gate modulates the chemical potential of the
nanowire. Large inter-surface capacitance in the low-doped nanowire and
large dielectric constant (≈100 in Bi2Se3) causes strong electrostatic coupling
between surfaces, providing a single experimental variable for tuning chemical
potential.
Two nanowires were fabricated – device 1 with length ≈ 200 nm and cir-
cumference ≈ 250 nm, and device 2 with length ≈ 350 nm and circumference
≈ 230 nm, so as to maximize the length to circumference aspect ratio. The
mean free path of the nanowires is roughly lm ≈ 100 nm, and the longer
channel device 2 exhibits a superposition of AB and AAS oscillations in the
magneto-conductance, indicating the presence of diffusive transport. We thus
focus on device 1, the magneto-conductance and gate voltage dependence of
which is shown in Fig. 4.5. Device 1 predominantly exhibits AB oscillations,
placing the systems in the quasi-ballistic regime with only weak disorder.
Near the Dirac point, Vg = −12 V, magneto-conductance increases from
roughly 0.5q2/h at zero field to 0.9q2/h when φB = 0.5φ0. This is in good
qualitative agreement with transport simulations in Fig. 4.3, though the large
zero-field conductance requires further explanation. It is unlikely that strong
disorder or fluctuation in the chemical potential play a strong role, as such
effects would smear out AB oscillations in favor of diffusive-regime AAS oscil-
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Figure 4.5: a) Magneto-conductance of device 1 near the Dirac point. b)
Gate voltage dependence, indicating a Dirac point near Vg = −12 V. c)
Frequency spectrum of magneto-conductance showing predominantly AB
oscillations at (φB/φ0)
−1 = 1. The lack of a large magnitude at a frequency
of (φB/φ0)
−1 = 2 indicates AAS oscillations are small, and the device is
quasi-ballistic.
Figure 4.6: Simulated magneto-conductance near the Dirac point of a
short-channel TI nanowire with metal contacts, as chemical potential
increases from 0 to Eg, for a) no band-bending and b) band-bending twice
the size of the surface state sub-band gap.
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lations. To understand this we simulate a TI nanowire with metal contacts,
rather than the transparent semi-infinite extensions of the TI nanowire used
to simulate Fig. 4.3b. Metal contacts tend to wash out the clear step-like
shape of G(µ, φB), instead yielding more smooth oscillations in magneto-
conductance like that seen experimentally in Fig. 4.5a.
The results are plotted for a series of chemical potential near the Dirac
point in Fig. 4.6a, which shows a non-vanishing conductance at integer values
of φB/φ0. The constant carrier concentration in the metal contacts induces an
evanescing concentration of carriers into the nanowire from both left and right
contacts. Even at large channel lengths, the simulated zero-field conductance
at the Dirac point is 0.2q2/h. Furthermore, slight deviations of the chemical
potential away from the Dirac point cause an increase in conductance, such
that G(µ = Eg/4, φB = 0) ≈ 0.45q2/h. Given that Eg = ~vFr ≈ 7.5 meV in
the experiment, a chemical potential only a few meV from the Dirac point
would yield similar conductance at zero field, as the Fermi level approaches
the surface state sub-band minimum.
Moreover, any slight band bending brought about by the chemical dopant
effectively adds a linear chemical potential across the nanowire that provides
further access to states at the surface state sub-band minimum. For example,
band bending on the order of 2Eg in the nanowire leads to a longitudinal con-
ductance of 0.38q2/h even at the Dirac point, which subsequently increases
away from the Dirac point as mentioned above, as shown in Fig. 4.6b. Fi-
nite conductance could be further exacerbated by electron-hole puddles that
commonly emerge near the Dirac point and give rise to spatial fluctuations
in the chemical potential, adding further conducting paths [100, 99]. Any
combination of these effects can contribute to the zero-field condutance to
be compatible with what is measured experimentally.
Nevertheless, the presence of evanescing modes inside the sub-band gap
still yields a peak conductance of 1q2/h at half-integer field strengths, in
good agreement with Fig. 4.5a. The slight experimental decrease to 0.9q2/h
is likely due to contact scattering effects in the four-probe configuration and
1D geometry. Voltage probes are typically placed far from the conduction
path to limit their effect on transport, however this is not possible in 1D
nanowires. The resultant interaction between the metal contacts and the
nanowire allow for scattering mechanisms underneath the interface which
decrease overall longitudinal conductance.
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Figure 4.7: Magneto-conductance of device 1 as a function of gate voltage,
showing a clear alternation of AB oscillations as chemical potential is swept
from 0 to Eg.
Magneto-conductance away from the Dirac point is shown in Fig. 4.7. We
observe clear alternations in the AB oscillations, moving from a peak to a dip
in conductance, to a dip to peak at other values of chemical potential, in good
agreement with transport simulations shown in Fig. 4.3. Device 2 exhibits
similar behavior, with AAS oscillations decaying away from the Dirac point,
showing strong support for the existence of a topologically nontrivial surface
state in the Bi2Se3 nanowires.
4.4 Summary
TI nanowires provide a unique configuration in which to see direct evidence
of topological behavior in transport. We find strong evidence of the pi Berry
phase, by showing excellent agreement in magneto-conductance oscillations
with real-space transport simulations, both of which yield the presence of
a gapless longitudinal mode at half-integer values of φB/φ0, whose non-
vanishing conductance at the Dirac point can be explained by a combina-
tion of metal contact and short-channel effects, and slight band-bending or
electron-hole puddling near the Dirac point. Furthermore, the alternation
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of AB oscillations, from dip to peak when (µ mod Eg) < Eg/2 to peak to
dip when (µ mod Eg) > Eg/2, where mod denotes the modulo operator,
is likewise in good agreement between simulations and experiment. Previ-
ous experiments on the AB effect in TI nanowires were unable to isolate
this alternation [101, 102], potentially due to diffusive transport occlusion or
poor electrostatic coupling that failed to shift the chemical potential in the
nanowire through the sub-band energy gap.
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CHAPTER 5
SURFACE-DOMINATED TRANSPORT IN
TI JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS
When 3D TIs are coupled to s–wave SCs, the winding of the superconduct-
ing vortices can counteract the pi Berry phase in the TI, resulting in zero-
energy Majorana modes in the vortex, localized along both interfaces [21]
(see Section 1.3.4). Majorana fermions may be topologically protected from
decoherence, and could prove useful in the context of solid-state quantum
computation implementations [103, 104]. A requisite step in the search for
and manipulation of Majorana fermions in such a system is to first under-
stand the nature and origin of the supercurrent generated between super-
conducting contacts and a TI, known as a Josephson junction (JJ). Previous
measurements of Bi2Se3- and Bi2Te3-SC junctions [105]–[108] have demon-
strated that the supercurrent can be tuned with a gate voltage [106] and
exhibits Josephson effects such as Fraunhofer patterns [105]. It has also
been argued that the supercurrent is carried by surface states, though the
mechanism was not well-understood [105]. Fundamental questions remain,
particularly concerning the behavior through the Dirac point and the effects
of disorder.
5.1 Experimental Realization
We approach these open questions by measuring the supercurrent over a
wide range of gate voltages (chemical potentials)–through a clear ambipolar
transport regime–and by comparing our results to full 3D quantum transport
calculations that can include disorder. We find that the supercurrent is
largely carried by surface states because of protected crystal symmetries,
and is only suppressed when bulk/surface mixing is strong or at very low
carrier densities. We further find that the supercurrent is not symmetric
with respect to the conduction and valence bands, and that the Fraunhofer
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patterns are similar both within and outside of the topological regime.
The major obstacles in reaching the topological regime in transport ex-
periments are high n-doping in as-grown TI materials, as discussed in Chap-
ter 3, and the further increase of n-doping during mechanical cleavage of
crystals [96, 97, 99, 109]. We implement three strategies to reduce doping
in thin exfoliated films, utilizing: (1) Sb-doped TI materials, (2) chemical
doping of the top surface, and (3) a back-gate. It has been previously re-
ported that growing 3D TI materials with in-situ Ca or Sb dopants reduces
n-doping [54, 98]. Thus, we have grown (Bi1.33Sb0.67)Se3. ARPES confirms
the topological spectra of the crystals (Fig. 5.2d). From Fig. 5.2d, it is ev-
ident that the bulk conduction band is located at an energy E ≈ 0.20 eV
above the Dirac point and gapless linear surface states exist inside the bulk
band gap. The Fermi velocity calculated from the linear dispersion of the
surface states is roughly 4.5 × 105 m/s and the total surface carrier density
at the bottom of the bulk band is estimated to be k2/4pi × 2 (two surfaces)
= 1/2pi(E/~vF )2 ≈ 0.8× 1013 cm−2.
Figure 5.1: (a) Device and measurement schematic of device 1. Blue dots
represent F4-TCNQ molecules. Hall measurements were performed by
applying current I and measuring longitudinal (Vxx) and Hall (VH)
voltages, while the Josephson effect was measured in the closely spaced
junction by applying current IJ and measuring voltage VJ . (b) SEM image
of device 1. (c) I-V curves measured in device 2 at Vg=0 for four different
temperatures, showing typical supercurrent behavior.
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Devices consisted of mechanically exfoliated 10 nm thick films on Si/SiO2
substrates [96, 109] (which are used as back-gates) with Ti(2.5 nm)/Al(140
nm) contacts. We deposited the chemical dopant 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) on some devices, as shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 5.1a. F4-TCNQ has a strong electron affinity, and has been
shown to effectively remove excess n-doping in Bi2Se3 [99]. A back-gate volt-
age was then used to fully deplete the bulk charge carriers and tune the
chemical potential through the Dirac point. It has been shown that once the
bulk charge carriers are mostly depleted, the Fermi levels of top and bottom
surface states lock to each other and shift simultaneously, even with a single
gate. We show experimental results from two devices, where “device 1” has
chemical doping and “device 2” does not. It was possible to use a back-gate
to deplete bulk carriers in device 2 because of the low n-doping due to Sb;
however, in this case a much larger back-gate voltage was required to reach
the Dirac point. All transport measurements were performed in a dilution
refrigerator at the base temperature of T = 16 mK. Each device was config-
ured with both a Hall bar geometry and with closely-spaced electrodes across
which Josephson currents were measured, as shown in Figs. 5.1a and 5.1b.
Figure 5.2 shows resistivity and Hall measurements for device 1 at T =
16 mK and with B⊥ = 35 mT (to suppress superconductivity in the alu-
minum leads). We observe a peak in resistivity ρxx (equivalently a minimum
in conductivity σxx ) and a corresponding sign change in Hall carrier density
nH near Vg ≈ −55 V, signifying that the charge carriers change from elec-
trons to holes as the chemical potential passes through the Dirac point. By
comparing the total surface carrier density at the bottom of the bulk band
calculated from ARPES measurements, nH ≈ 0.8× 1013 cm−2, to the nH vs.
Vg measured in Fig.5.2b, we find that the bottom of the bulk band occurs
near Vg = −18 V. This indicates that Vg < −18 V is the topological regime,
where only surface states are occupied, while Vg > −18 V is the regime where
both surface and bulk states are populated.
We now turn to measurements of Josephson effects. Figure 5.1c shows
I–V curves measured for device 2 at three different temperatures, for Vg =
0 V. The I-V curves exhibit zero-voltage regimes (i.e. supercurrents) for
current less than the critical current Ic. Above Ic, a finite voltage is measured
as the sample transitions to the normal regime. Critical current can also
be modulated by Vg. Figures 5.3b and 5.3d show 2D plots of differential
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Figure 5.2: (a) Longitudinal resistivity ρxx, (b) Hall carrier density nH , and
(c) longitudinal conductivity σxx for device 1 as functions of back-gate
voltage Vg. The maximum in ρxx (min in σxx) and divergence of nH
indicate the location of the Dirac point (DP) and the presence of both
carrier types. (d) ARPES data of the bulk crystal, showing the expected
Dirac cone band structure of the surface state. The bottom of the bulk
conductance band (BCB) is labeled.
resistance dV/dI vs. current I vs. Vg, for devices 1 and 2, respectively.
The purple regions where dV/dI = 0 indicate superconducting regions, and
the boundary corresponds to Ic for a given Vg. Figures 5.3a and 5.3c show
the corresponding normal state dV/dI vs. Vg for the two-terminal Josephson
configuration (taken atB = 35 mT). For device 1, the Dirac point is identified
with the maximum resistance peak at Vg ≈ −55 V, consistent with the
Hall measurement shown in Fig. 5.2. The Dirac point for device 2 is near
Vg ≈ −140 V.
It is now possible to compare the behavior of the supercurrent in dif-
ferent transport regimes. Figure 5.3 shows that in both devices, the criti-
cal current decreases, non-monotonically, as the Dirac point is approached
from the conduction band, and does not increase significantly in the valence
band. Focusing first on device 1 (Fig. 5.3b), we note that the system does
not seem to change behavior at the position of the bottom of the conduc-
tion band (BCB, occurring at Vg ≈ −18 V). Below the BCB, Ic continues
to decrease until it reaches the Dirac point, near which it saturates to a
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Figure 5.3: (a) Longitudinal resistivity ρxx, (b) Hall carrier density nH , and
(c) longitudinal conductivity σxx for device 1 as functions of back-gate
voltage Vg. The maximum in ρxx (min in σxx) and divergence of nH
indicate the location of the Dirac point (DP) and the presence of both
carrier types. (d) ARPES data of the bulk crystal, showing the expected
Dirac cone band structure of the surface state. The bottom of the bulk
conductance band (BCB) is labeled.
small but finite value. The finite Ic near the Dirac point may be caused by
residual densities in electron-hole puddles due to charged impurity potentials
[99, 100, 110, 111]. Surprisingly, the critical current does not increase in the
hole region (Vg < −55 V); this may be related to asymmetric contact resis-
tances [112] or to the lack of clear surface states in the valence band, as seen
in Fig. 5.2d. In device 2 (Fig. 5.3d), Ic becomes zero at large negative gate
voltages, even before the Dirac point is reached. In fact, dV/dI exhibits a
peak for Vg < −100 V, the height of which increases with lower temperatures.
The different behavior of device 2 at low densities may be due to increased
disorder or longer channel length [113].
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5.2 Computational Comparison
In order to explain the unique features observed in Ic vs. Vg, we compare the
experimental data to transport simulations of a model that couples SC con-
tacts to a three-dimensional TI in the form a Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamilto-
nian, which includes electron-electron pairing to the non-interacting picture
(see Chapter 2). This creates a topologically non-trivial Josephson junction
which retains the geometry of the samples.
Only intra-orbital, s–wave pairing occurs in the contacts, as shown in Eq.
2.17. In our two-terminal junctions, we set the left and right SC contacts
with order parameter magnitude |∆L| = |∆R| = 1.0 meV, and the difference
between the relative phases is a degree of freedom defined as χLR = χL−χR.
In order to simulate a physical JJ of sufficient length, the proximity effect
is assumed to occur only at the contact lattice points, decaying to zero into
the TI channel. Simulations in which the proximity effect exponentially
decays a few lattice points into the channel yield qualitatively similar results,
with slightly higher currents due to higher coupling in the channel provided
the superconducting wave functions of the contacts are separated by several
lattice points.
This setup thus provides a framework for studying the DC Josephson effect
in clean and disordered systems, where no voltage drop occurs between the
left and right leads (µL = µR = 0.0 V) and supercurrent flow occurs only
when there is a superconducting phase differential between the two contacts.
The superconducting contacts in the simulations are set to a fixed phase
differential, χLR = 0.8pi. A higher phase differential decreases current, as
the confinement of bound states opens a gap in the bound state spectrum
near χLR = pi, which causes supercurrent to vanish. This is again an artifact
of small system size, however the transport dynamics of the DC Josephson
effect remain qualitatively equivalent over the entire range of χLR.
Dimensions are defined in longitudinal length (xˆ) by transverse width (yˆ)
by depth/thickness (zˆ), e.g. 16 × 8 × 8 A˚3 is the typical system size with
open boundary conditions (BCs) in all directions. We compare two different
geometries, a short-channel geometry with a 1:3 length to width ratio, and
a long-channel geometry with a 2:1 length to width ratio, to compare to the
different experimental devices 1 and 2, respectively. These dimensions were
used because smaller dimensions result in more erratic curves due to finite size
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confinement, and larger sizes quickly become computationally intractable.
Open BCs provide the correct density of states profile of a physical system.
We use the idealized TI model (see Table 2.1) throughout this study, as
surface states are closely pinned to within a few lattice points of the surface,
and little hybridization occurs. In this way, the system size can be kept
small without being hindered by confinement and hybridization effects that
are not expected to be a factor in experiment. The contacts run along the
entire width of the device on the top surface (z = 1), at the left-most (x = 1)
and right-most (x = 16) lattice points. DOS profiles Josephson supercurrents
are calculated in NEGF, as shown in Section 2.3.1.
5.3 Gate Voltage Dependence
In this section, we study the effect of gate voltage Vg on critical current
Ic (Eq. 2.35) in the DC Josephson effect for both an ideal and disordered
bulk. We argue that supercurrent is carried almost entirely by TI surface
states regardless of bulk disorder. We show the results of our simulations
as well as bulk and surface DOS for the short-channel geometry, overlaid
with experimental data from device 1, in Fig. 5.4a and 5.4b, respectively.
Spatially-resolved DOS are calculated in NEGF, and lattice points that occur
on one of the six faces of the cube are added in the surface DOS plot. All
points at least two lattice points away from a face of the cube are added
to the bulk DOS. At low chemical potential, a vanishing surface DOS at
the Dirac point results in an insulating regime with negligible current at the
Dirac point. As surface state density increases, the JJ transitions to the
superconducting regime and a nonzero critical current accumulates. Two
unique features can be seen at higher Vg in the curve - a decrease in slope after
the superconducting transition, and a subsequent increase in the slope as the
surface DOS become more readily available. Critical current then starts
to level off again, as surface states flatten out. We find that in this range
of energy, critical current closely follows surface DOS magnitude after the
transition, in excellent agreement with experimental data shown in Fig. 5.3.
Chemical potentials higher than the plotted range are beyond the capabil-
ities of the k · p expansion of the model Hamiltonian (see Section 2.1.2) and
simulations no longer yield sensible results. The model is particle-hole sym-
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metric; currents and densities of states are thus equivalent on either side of
the Dirac point provided they are within the confines of the approximation.
Small oscillations in the plots are attributed to DOS confinement from small
system size and don’t pertain to a physical system. The data is low-pass
filtered to mitigate noise involved with this confinement.
Bulk DOS first occur when the bulk band gap is reached at 0.5 eV, satu-
rating near 1.3 eV and subsequently decreasing. We note that this is not a
realistic result, but an artifact of the model Hamiltonian. The band struc-
ture in Fig. 2.1b shows that several bulk band minima exist near this energy
range but become sparse at higher energy. Although this is not compatible
with ARPES data showing bulk states increasing monotonically away from
the Dirac point, the model captures the salient transport physics because su-
percurrent is dominated by surface state transport. This can be qualitatively
seen by the fact that critical current flattens out with surface DOS at high
energy rather than decaying with the bulk states.
Above the Dirac point, Ic closely follows the surface DOS throughout the
entire energy range, which explains the non-monotonic behavior of Ic. The
fact that the supercurrent closely matches the surface DOS profile implies
that the Josephson current is predominantly carried by the topological sur-
face band, independent of bulk characteristics. Figure 5.4c shows simulations
for a geometry similar to device 2 (2:1 length to width ratio) overlaid with
the measurements; again, the simulations match the experiments. The su-
percurrent has a shape similar to that of device 1, but an insulating regime
arises near the Dirac point. This may suggest that for longer junctions the
channel becomes insulating above a critical resistance [113].
To further understand the surface-dominated supercurrent, we add δ-function
impurities of increasing strength to bulk and/or surface regions in the long-
channel model (2:1 length to width ratio), as discussed in Section 2.1.4. The
effect of disorder localized in the bulk versus disorder in both surface and bulk
can be seen in Fig. 5.4c and 5.4d, respectively. Bulk disorder has little effect
on Ic until it becomes large enough to hybridize the surface band with the
bulk, i.e. when the impurity strength is comparable to the band gap energy.
Disorder applied equally to bulk and surface states, in contrast, results in a
continuous degradation of current as disorder is increased. These simulations
strongly suggest that the large majority of supercurrent is carried along the
surface of the TI, and that this occurs because of crystal symmetries, not
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because of difference in bulk and surface mobilities. In addition, the super-
current only degrades if the surface is encumbered with elastic scattering
centers, or if bulk disorder is so large that surface-bulk band hybridization
occurs.
Figure 5.4: (a) Critical current Ic vs. gate voltage Vg for a short channel
junction (1:3 length to width ratio) (blue), overlayed with experimental
results from device 1 (dashed black). (b) Surface (dashed blue) and bulk
(solid blue) density of states (DOS) for the model TI, mapped to Vg for
device 1. The effect of (c) bulk disorder and (d) surface and bulk disorder
on Ic in a long-channel junction (2:1 length to width ratio), overlayed with
experimental results from device 2 (dashed black), for δ-impurity strengths
equal to 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 times the bulk band gap energy.
5.4 Summary
The main result of the computational work, compared with short (device 1)
and long-channel (device 2) junctions, is shown in Fig. 5.4. We find excellent
correspondence between simulated and measured Josephson current when
the chemical potential in the simulations is mapped to the experimental es-
timates of the Dirac point and bulk CB minimum. Critical current closely
matches the surface DOS profile, implying that the Josephson current is pre-
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dominantly carried by the topological surface band, and is independent of
bulk characteristics. To further test this relationship, we compare the results
to simulations which include bulk disorder and scenarios which include both
bulk and surface disorder. Decreased bulk mobility (due to disorder) has
little effect on Ic until disorder strength becomes large enough to hybridize
the surface and bulk bands (i.e. when impurity strength is comparable to
the band gap energy). Disorder applied equally to bulk and surface states,
in contrast, results in a continuous degradation of current as disorder is in-
creased. The study strongly suggests that the large majority of supercurrent
is carried along the surface of the TI, and that this persists because of the
inherent SPT order rather than a discrepancy in bulk and surface mobilities.
This offers key insight to open issues involving the nature of supercurrents
in TIs, and is in stark contrast to the normal state transport simulations for
Bi2Se3 in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 6
UNCONVENTIONAL
PROXIMITY-INDUCED
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN TI SYSTEMS
The surface-dominated supercurrent of TI JJs discussed in Chapter 5 sug-
gests that superconducting contacts couple with the topologically nontrivial
modes of the TI in a different way than they do with topologically trivial
modes. In general, when an s-wave SC is placed in contact with a normal,
non-superconducting metal, weak superconductivity can be observed in the
normal material over mesoscopic distances, known as the superconducting
proximity effect [114]. Spin-degenerate materials, i.e. those invariant un-
der spin-rotation symmetry, allow spin singlet (i.e. s–wave) superconducting
states to persist via the proximity effect. In a TI, however, spin-momentum
locking means only half the normal spin degrees of freedom exist, and the
lack of spin-rotation symmetry suggests the proximity effect pairing cannot
be of pure singlet origin. That is, an unconventional order parameter may
spontaneously form at the interface of a TI and an s–wave SC.
To more readily understand this interplay, in this chapter we examine the
manifestation of the superconducting proximity effect in a TI-SC heterostruc-
ture, shown in Fig. 6.1a. By spectroscopically momentum-resolving the su-
perconducting proximity effect at the boundary of an ultra-thin TI film, we
present direct experimental evidence for helical-Cooper pairing via the ob-
servation of the Bogoliubov quasiparticle spectrum in a weakly-interacting
Dirac electron system. We compare numerical and experimental methods
to separate the spin-momentum locked electron Cooper pairing from that
of the conventional superconductivity of bulk bands. Such studies were not
possible with transport, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and point-
contact measurements [107, 70, 115, 116] due to the lack of momentum- and
spin-resolution. The lack of isolation of the helical superconductivity so far
has led to many ambiguous interpretations of the transport, STM and point-
contact measurement data [23, 116, 71]. Isolation of helical superconductivity
is of further importance since material interfaces can then be systematically
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic layout and (b) corresponding TEM image of the
SC–TI heterostructure, displaying a clean, atomically flat interface. (c)
Reflection spectroscopy vs. binding energy EB before and after decapping,
indicating the amorphous selenium capping layer has been removed. (d)
High-resolution ARPES dispersion map of 6QL and (e) 4QL Bi2Se3 on
NbSe2, exhibiting a gap opening due to surface state hybridization in the
thin limit. (f) In-plane spin-ARPES on the 4QL sample for a fixed
momentum, indicated by the white dashed line in (e).
engineered and optimized leading to improvements in the helical/non-helical
proximity signal content ratio. Thus, the method employed here can be more
generally applied to discover, isolate, and systematically optimize topological
superconductivity in artificial materials.
6.1 Experimental Realization
6.1.1 Sample Configuration
High quality Bi2Se3 / 2H-NbSe2 (TI / SC) heterostructures (Figs. 6.1(a,b))
are prepared using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). In order to protect the
Bi2Se3 surface from exposure to atmosphere, an amorphous Se layer is de-
posited on top of the TI surface and removed by annealing in situ. Figure 6.1c
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shows the momentum-integrated ARPES intensity curves over the core-level
spectra of a representative 3 QL film before and after removal of the amor-
phous Se capping layer (decapping). While only photoemission intensity
peaks corresponding to the selenium (3d) core-level are observed prior to
the decapping procedure, both the selenium (3d) core-level and the bismuth
(5d) core-level are found after decapping, with the intensity ratio ( Ibismuth5d
Iselenium3d
)
matching well with that measured on the cleaved surface of bulk Bi2Se3 sin-
gle crystals under similar experimental conditions, demonstrating that the
capping layer is successfully removed and a clean Bi2Se3 surface is revealed.
After decapping, we perform high-resolution ARPES measurements on the
TI surface. Figure 6.1d (6.1e) shows a dispersion map of a 6QL (4QL) Bi2Se3
film using a photon energy of 50 eV. Sharp Dirac surface states are clearly
observed, indicating a high-quality interface in the heterostructures, whereas
bulk conduction and valence bands are significantly suppressed due to the
matrix element effects of the chosen photon energy [117]. In the 4QL case, an
expected gap is observed at the Dirac point due to the hybridization between
the surface states from the top and the interface surfaces in the ultra-thin
limit [118]. Furthermore, spin-resolved ARPES measurements on the 4QL
sample (Fig. 6.1f) confirm that the surface states are singly degenerate near
the Fermi level, which is far away from the hybridization gap (v·kF > ∆hybr).
We observe an in-plane spin-momentum locking profile in which momentum
is perpendicular to in-plane spin, which rotates counter-clockwise around the
Fermi surface and whose orientation flips on the opposite side of the Dirac
point.
6.1.2 Proximity-induced gap in helical surface states
In order to study the possible proximity induced superconductivity in the
Dirac surface states, we perform systematic ultra-low temperature (T∼ 1
K) and ultra-high energy resolution (∼ 2 meV) ARPES measurements on
these TI/SC heterostructures. We start with the 4QL sample using incident
photon energy of 18 eV. Fig. 6.2a shows the measured dispersion of the Bi2Se3
film. Both the topological surface states and the bulk conduction bands
are observed. We select six representative momenta, ±k1, ±k2, and ±k3,
for detailed study. k1 = 0.12 A˚
−1
corresponds to purely topological surface
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states, whereas k2 = 0.08 A˚
−1
and k3 = 0.04 A˚
−1
correspond to the outer and
inner sections of bulk band states, respectively. In order to search for signals
of superconductivity, we compare ARPES energy-spectra vs. momentum in
a narrow binding energy window (EB = EF ± 5 meV) near the Fermi level.
Fig. 6.2b shows the ARPES spectra at k1 (topological surface states) at
varying temperature. Clear leading-edge shifts and coherence peaks, owing
to a superconducting gap, are observed at low temperatures between 1–4 K.
The observed superconducting signals decrease as temperature increases and
disappear at higher temperatures (T =7–12 K). This is consistent with the
onset of superconductivity in the SC, as Tc = 7.2 K for NbSe2.
The ARPES spectra are made symmetric with respect to the Fermi level in
order to better visualize the superconductivity signals. The temperature evo-
lution of the full (symmetrized) SC gap and the coherence peaks are clearly
seen in Fig. 6.2c. The temperature dependence of the Fermi distribution is
thus approximately canceled out, and the spectra reflect the spectral func-
tions around the EF. These measurements show the existence of induced su-
perconductivity in the helical Dirac electrons occurring in the Bi2Se3 topolog-
ical surface states, uniquely enabled by our band-resolved spectroscopic probe
and is not possible in momentum-integrated experiments such as transport
and STM [107, 115, 108, 23]. Previous STM measurements on this system
revealed a complex picture of the proximity effect due to a lack of distinction
between surface and bulk bands co-existing at the Fermi level [116].
Utilizing the momentum resolution of our probe, we now compare the
proximity-induced superconductivity in the Dirac surface states with bulk
band states. Figure 6.2d shows the ARPES spectra at k2, where the bulk
conduction bands are identified. Superconducting signals including leading
edge shifts and coherence peaks are also observed at k2. The superconduct-
ing energy gap |∆| can be estimated by fitting the spectra to BCS fits [119]
(Figs. 6.2e and 6.2f)). The limited energy resolution limits the fitted gap
value precision to ± 0.1 meV, but proximity-induced superconductivity in
spin-helical surface states is nonetheless experimentally demonstrated. |∆|
is found to be nearly isotropic, with no nodal structure, as theoretically ex-
pected. Therefore, the ultra-precise value of the superconducting gap (which
requires even higher experimental energy resolution) is not critically impor-
tant for the scope of this work.
Since the surface states and the bulk conduction bands co-exist at the
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Figure 6.2: (a) ARPES dispersion for 4QL Bi2Se3 film along the Γ¯− K¯
high-symmetry line of the Brillouin zone, for 18 eV incident photon energy.
(b) ARPES spectra and (c) symmetrized ARPES spectra, at fixed
momentum k1, vs. binding Energy for varying temperature. (d) ARPES
spectra at k2. (e) ARPES spectra for all six slices of k, and (f) overlayed
with the corresponding BCS fitting from the Dynes function.
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chemical potential (Fig. 6.2a), there remains a strong possibility that the
observed superconducting proximity signal at k1 arises only from the bulk
bands. Therefore, in order to better isolate the signals of Dirac surface states
from the bulk bands, we choose another incident photon energy of 50 eV
where we utilize the photoemission matrix element effect [117] to suppress
the spectral weight of the bulk conduction states. As shown in Fig. 6.1a,
bulk conduction bands are almost completely suppressed and only the Dirac
surface states are present. We subsequently study the spectra at the mo-
mentum k1 where the ARPES signal is dominated by the contribution from
the surface states, resulting in spectra that look nearly identical to Figs. 6.2b
and 6.2c. Leading edge shifts and coherence peaks are clearly observed from
k1, which confirms the superconductivity in the Dirac surface states using
a different photon energy. These systematic momentum-resolved measure-
ments unambiguously show the existence of a superconducting helical elec-
tron gas on the top surface of Bi2Se3 grown on top of an s-wave SC NbSe2.
Our ARPES studies demonstrate a unique (surface and bulk) band-resolved
methodology which brings in critical microscopic insights, such as the fraction
of surface states’ contribution to the superconductivity signals measured by
momentum-integrated probes in studying these type of TI-SC heterostruc-
tures. The nature of the superconducting pairing on the TI surface states is
discussed at length in Section 6.2.
6.1.3 Dependence on surface-surface hybridization
We have shown in Fig. 6.1d and 6.1e that surface states from the top and
the interface surfaces hybridize in the thin film limit. The strength of the
hybridization can be spectroscopically measured as the energy gap opened at
the Dirac point without breaking time-reversal symmetry, such that larger
(smaller) Dirac point gap reveals a stronger (weaker) hybridization.
In this section, we focus on proximity-induced superconductivity as a func-
tion of surface-to-surface hybridization strength. Finite superconductivity
signals are observed in the ARPES spectra at both momenta of k1 (Dirac
surface states) and k2 (bulk conduction states). The Bi2Se3 surface super-
conducting gap magnitude as a function of the hybridization gap strength
is shown in Figs. 6.3a and 6.3b, comparing experimental with numerical re-
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Figure 6.3: (c) Experimentally measured magnitude of the superconducting
gap in the surface state (k1) and bulk state (k2) regions. (d) Calculated
magnitude (see Section 6.2) of the superconducting gap, ∆˜TI , as a fraction
of the SC gap, ∆˜Substrate, in the surface and bulk band regions.
sults elaborated upon in Section 6.2. The induced superconducting gap near
the top surface in general increases as the hybridization gap increases from
the gapless limit, and is qualitatively consistent with the theoretical descrip-
tion of the superconducting proximity effect. The Cooper pair potential is
enhanced with the decreasing thickness of the proximity region. More in-
terestingly, the surface state superconducting gap increases at a faster rate
than that of the proximity gap on the bulk band. Such contrast reveals
that stronger surface-to-surface hybridization significantly enhances the heli-
cal pairing in the surface states on the top surface. These microscopics of the
superconducting proximity effect will be a valuable guide in properly inter-
preting the vast complexity of the transport data addressing the proximity
effects in TI films and heterostructures (see Chapter 7).
6.2 Theoretical Consideration
We have shown in the previous section that a superconducting energy gap
opens on the spin-polarized TI surface states when interfaced with a normal
s–wave SC. To study the extent of anisotropy of the surface state super-
conducting gap, we perform ARPES measurements around the surface state
Fermi surface as a function of Fermi surface azimuthal angle θ~k, such that
(kx, ky) = (cos(θ~k), sin(θ~k)) or, conversely, e
iθ~k = (kx + iky)/|~k|. Five repre-
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sentative momentum space cut-directions (θ1 − θ5) are chosen as indicated
by the dotted lines in Fig. 6.4a. The energy-spectra along each Fermi sur-
face angle and their BCS fits are found to be nearly isotropic, with a weak
anisotropy likely due to the bulk crystal potential influence. As mentioned
in Section 2.1.5, conventional superconductivity is typically characterized by
s–wave pairing, with electrons at ±k forming Cooper pairs with total spin
~S2total = 0. Such singlet pairing, depicted in Fig. 6.4b, describes the intrinsic
SC NbSe2 and proximity induced superconductivity in the spin-degnerate
bulk conduction bands of Bi2Se3. In a helical electron gas, however, electron
spin is locked to its momentum and Cooper pairing cannot be of pure singlet
type, and in this section we determine the qualitative nature of the helical
pairing, as shown in Fig. 6.4c.
6.2.1 Unconventional Proximity-Induced Order Parameter
Based on our experimental observations, we propose a method to straight-
forwardly visualize the nontrivial pairing in the helical surface states. The
spin-resolved measurements in Fig. 6.1f show that the electron spin lies in-
plane and is perpendicular to the momentum in a left-handed fashion near
the Fermi energy. This profile is consistent with the effective surface state
Hamiltonian expected from theoretical predictions [20],
Hˆ(~k) = kxσy − kyσx, (6.1)
which arise from the tight-binding Hamiltonian, Eq. 2.1. The surface state
wave function that satisfies this (see Section 1.3.3) is
Ψ†~k =
1√
2
[
e−iθ~k/2c†~k↑ + e
i(θ~k+pi)/2c†~k↓
]
. (6.2)
Noting that θ−~k = θ~k + pi (selecting θ−~k = θ~k − pi obtains the same result up
to an overall phase factor), the opposite momentum operator is
Ψ†−~k =
1√
2
[
e−i(θ~k+pi)/2c†−~k↑ + e
i(θ~k+2pi)/2c†−~k↓
]
(6.3)
to maintain consistency with the spin texture, 〈Ψ−~k | σi | Ψ−~k〉 = −〈Ψ~k | σi |
Ψ~k〉. Cooper pairing is introduced in terms of a mean-field Hubbard-type
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Figure 6.4: (a) ARPES spectrum over a small section of the first Brillouin
zone, with green arrows indicating spin orientation. White dotted lines
indicate the angle cuts θ1–θ5, whose spectra and BCS fits are nearly
isotropic. (b) Schematic for singlet and (c) singlet + triplet pairing across
the Fermi surface, with Fermi energy shown in gray. (d) TI surface state
band structure when SC pairing is present.
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attraction such that the order parameter is of the form
∆Surf (θ~k) ∼ Ψ†~kΨ
†
−~k
=
1
2
(
e−iθ~k/2c†~k↑ + e
i(θ~k+pi)/2c†~k↓
)(
e−i(θ~k+pi)/2c†−~k↑ + e
i(θ~k+2pi)/2c†−~k↓
)
=
i
2
[e−iθ~k∆↑↑ + eiθ~k∆↓↓] +
1
2
[∆↑↓ −∆↓↑]
≡ ∆T (θ~k) + ∆S,
(6.4)
where ∆σσ′ ≡ c†~kσc
†
−~kσ′ . The resultant order parameter is thus a superposition
of two separable phases, one triplet ∆T (θ~k) and one singlet ∆S component.
Equation 6.4 can be understood more intuitively by rewriting ∆Surf (~k) in
terms of in-plane spin components:
∆±x∓x =
1
2
[(c†~k↑ ± c
†
~k↓)(c
†
−~k↑ ∓ c
†
−~k↓)] =
1
2
[∆↑↑ −∆↓↓ ∓ (∆↑↓ −∆↓↑)],
∆±y∓y =
1
2
[(c†~k↑ ± ic
†
~k↓)(c
†
−~k↑ ∓ ic
†
−~k↓)] =
1
2
[∆↑↑ + ∆↓↓ ∓ i(∆↑↓ −∆↓↑)],
(6.5)
where (∆+x−x + ∆−x+x) and (∆+y−y + ∆−y+y) denote a spin-triplet states
with ms = 0. The order parameter along the kx- and ky-axes of the Fermi
surface, ∆Surf (θ~k), is
∆Surf (0) = i∆+y−y, ∆Surf (
pi
2
) = ∆+x−x,
∆Surf (pi) = −i∆−y+y, ∆Surf (3pi
2
) = −∆−x+x.
(6.6)
Spin-momentum locking removes the spin degeneracy necessary for singlet
pairing, precluding the second term of the singlet phase. The resultant order
parameter therefore has a singlet and a triplet phase whose sum cancels out
the second term,
∆S + ∆T (0) =
1
2
[∆+y−y −∆−y+y] + 1
2
[∆+y−y + ∆−y+y] = i∆+y−y. (6.7)
This helical-superconductor of the Fu-Kane form [21] thus possesses only half
the degrees of freedom as compared to the Cooper pairs in a conventional
s−wave SC, as the spins of electrons in a helical-Cooper pair wind as one
traverses around the Fermi surface.
Expressed in terms of a ~d-vector (∆σσ′(~k) = i[(~d(~k) · ~σ)σy]σσ′), the triplet
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component of the surface state superconducting phase is ~d(~k) = (xˆky −
yˆkx)/|~k|. This corresponds to the pairing in a two-dimensional helical (px±ipy)
topological superconductor [120]. Our systematic ARPES measurements
with simultaneous energy, momentum and spin resolution experimentally re-
veal this unique pairing in the helical surface states (which we call “helical”
pairing) on the top surface of a topological insulator Bi2Se3 interfaced with
an s–wave SC NbSe2, reflecting a topologically nontrivial superconducting
phase [1].
6.2.2 Self-Consistent Calculation of the Order Parameter
In this section, we compare the theoretical results of Section 6.2.1 with nu-
merical results that self-consistently calculate the order parameter in the
mean field picture, as discussed Section 2.4. Upon reaching self-consistency,
we calculate all possible 16 in-plane pairing amplitudes in the form of ∆ασ,βσ′(~k, z) =
〈c~k,z,ασc−~k,z,βσ′〉. We find that three linear combinations of the pairing am-
plitudes accrue in the TI region,
∆S(~k, z) = (∆A↑A↓ −∆A↓A↑) + (∆B↑B↓ −∆B↓B↑)
∆T+(~k, z) = (∆A↑A↑ −∆∗A↓A↓) + (∆B↑B↑ −∆∗B↓B↓)
∆T−(~k, z) = (∆A↑B↑ −∆∗A↓B↓) + (∆B↑A↑ −∆∗B↓A↓).
(6.8)
∆S(~k) corresponds to conventional singlet intra-orbital pairing while ∆T+(~k)
(∆T−(~k)) correspond to triplet intra-orbital (inter-orbital) pairings which are
even (odd) under parity. The three pairing amplitudes are shown in Fig. 6.5,
for a 4-layer TI region on top of 10 layers of SC. The triplet components are
mitigated by band bending at the metal interface, but accrue to large values
on the opposite side, which is directly measured by the ARPES experiments.
Both triplet components wind in phase around the Fermi surface, signifying
a px ± ipy-type ordering. The singlet component is purely real, and nonzero
for both bulk and surface bands, as seen in Fig. 6.5 by the concentric circles
of nonzero Cooper pairing amplitude that is largely independent of proximity
to the surface. The winding of the singlet and triplet components of the order
parameter on the top slice of the TI, around the Fermi surface, is shown more
explicitly in Fig. 6.6.
Symmetry does not forbid changing the sign of some of the components
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Figure 6.5: Proximity-induced order parameters, defined in Eq. 6.8, in a
4-layer TI above 10 layers of SC.
in Eq. 6.8, however the resultant pairing amplitude is smaller in magnitude
when compared to the forms given in Eq. 6.8. We note that the linear com-
binations are basis-dependent - choosing different values for the Γ matrices
can modify the linear combination that maximizes the respective pairing
amplitudes, but the resultant physics does not deviate.
Physically speaking, the Cooper pairing in the TI surface states (SS) can
be extracted from Fig. 6.6 as a three-component superconducting order pa-
rameter,
∆SS(~k) = [
i
p
(px+ipy)Ψ
†
~k↑Ψ
†
−~k↑]+[
i
p
(px−ipy)Ψ†~k↓Ψ
†
−~k↓]+[Ψ
†
~k↑Ψ
†
−~k↓−Ψ
†
~k↓Ψ
†
−~k↑],
(6.9)
in agreement with experimental results and with Eq. 6.4, with the exception
that an additional sublattice degree of freedom yields an additional inter-
orbital triplet order parameter. The resultant singlet and triplet pairing
can coexist because spin-orbital coupling breaks SU(2) spin-rotation symme-
try. Meanwhile, the inter- and intra-orbital pairings, which are respectively
even and odd under parity, can coexist within this system because inver-
sion symmetry is broken on the top surface of the TI and the interface. All
SC amplitudes on the surface are invariant under all symmetry operations
including: three-fold rotations, vertical mirror reflections and time-reversal.
This is naturally expected, because the SC ordering in TI is induced by a
conventional s−wave SC, the order parameter of which is invariant under all
spatial symmetries and time-reversal.
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Figure 6.6: Singlet and triplet order parameters, defined in Eq. 6.8, as a
function of Fermi surface angle θ~k, for the top surface of a TI 4 lattice
points thick, in proximity to an s−wave SC with pairing strength ∆SC .
Triplet pairing is induced in the surface state but not in the bulk bands,
consistent with its origin from the helical spin-momentum locking.
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6.3 Summary
Despite extensive experimental work on many classes of materials, there has
been no direct or unambiguous experimental evidence for the superconduct-
ing helical Dirac electrons in the transport proximity effect, as the signal can
be easily occluded by several factors like buried interface bulk electrons that
can contribute to the overall proximity effect [107, 108, 116]. This is naturally
so since real samples including nanowires typically have additional bulk con-
duction due to impurity or intrinsic bands at the Fermi level (see Chapter 3).
Signals obtained in probes that can’t resolve both spin and momentum, such
as transport, STM and point-contact measurements, likely have contribu-
tions from these irrelevant bands as well, hence the helical superconductivity
cannot be isolated, leading to ambiguous interpretations of the transport and
point-contact measurement data [71, 121]. In this context, our work presents
a band-resolved (momentum, energy, and spin-resolved) spectroscopic study
of the superconducting proximity effect with clear observations of supercon-
ducting Cooper pairs in a helical Dirac gas. The momentum resolution of
ARPES allows us to clearly resolve the proximity superconductivity on the
Dirac cone and remove bulk band effects. The low temperature appearance
of superconductivity on the spin-momentum locked Dirac states shows that
Cooper pairing is taking place in the helical Dirac gas. Studies of the temper-
ature evolution, film thickness variation, and surface-to-surface hybridization
further show that the surface state helical-superconductivity is due to the the-
oretically proposed proximity [21]. Furthermore, we compare and contrast
the observed superconducting gap and its systematic dependence in the heli-
cal surface states to that of the proximity effect in the bulk conduction band,
which is also present at the native chemical potential. This provides quan-
titative details to estimate the fraction of proximity signal originating from
the helical surface electrons, which in principle can be used for modeling of
transport or tunneling spectroscopic studies as well in future measurements.
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CHAPTER 7
TRANSPORT SIGNATURES OF
UNCONVENTIONAL
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
While Chapter 6 offers significant insight into the unconventional supercon-
ducting proximity effect in TI-SC heterostructures, a clear transport signa-
ture remains elusive. In this chapter, we examine potential ways in which
the unconventional pairing may manifest itself in transport, by analyzing
the available superconducting transmission amplitudes inside the supercon-
ducting TI (STI) region, i.e. the region directly underneath the s–wave SC.
This is first motivated by the experiment described in Section 7.1, which
yields an observation of anomalous nonlocal conductance that we compare
to real-space transport simulations in Section 7.2.
7.1 Experimental Consideration
Figure 7.1 depicts the system under study. A 15 QL Bi2Se3 channel grown on
an aluminum oxide substrate is interfaced with a grounded aluminum wire
in the s–wave SC state, that potentially gives rise to the proximity-induced
order parameter similar to that shown in Chapter 6. The TI is coupled to two
normal-state gold leads, the left with voltage V1 and the right with voltage
V2. The system is gated with gate electrodes separated by a dielectric layer of
HfO2. The width of the SC, d ≈ 600 nm, is roughly half the superconducting
coherence length of aluminum, ξ ≈ 1600 nm [122].
The nonlocal conductance, G21 = dI2/dV1, is shown as a function of both
contact biases in Fig. 7.2. The conductance map shows a clear asymmetry,
with higher (lower) conductance when the contacts have opposite (equivalent)
sign. The asymmetry exists only well below the SC gap energy (∆SC ≈
300 µV in Al [123]) and vanishes at higher contact potentials. We consider the
potential explanations for this unique, anomalous asymmetry by discussing
the compatibility of superconductivity with spin-polarized transport, and a
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Figure 7.1: Side- and top-view schematic of the TI-SC heterostructure
under consideration.
Figure 7.2: Experimental nonlocal conductance map of G21 = dI2/dV1 vs.
normal contact biases V1 and V2, in units of mS.
comparison with real space transport simulations, in the following section.
7.2 Theoretical and Computational Consideration
For SC widths on the order of the coherence length, two interactions con-
tribute to nonlocal conductance (see Section 2.3.1) – crossed Andreev reflec-
tion (CAR) and elastic co-tunneling (ECO), as depicted in Fig. 7.3 [124].
CAR is a multi-terminal analog of normal Andreev reflection (NA1, NA2),
in which a drive current from either contact 1 or 2 induces an opposite-spin
retro-reflected hole, with the formation of a Cooper pair into the SC. In the
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Figure 7.3: Nonlocal conductance in the TI-SC heterostructure can be
brought about by (a) crossed Andreev reflection, yielding a negative current
out of the right lead and (b) elastic co-tunneling, yielding a positive current
out of the right lead.
case of CAR in the TI - singlet SC junction, a forward-moving spin-left elec-
tron in the first TI region induces a forward-moving spin-right hole into the
second TI region, and a singlet Cooper pair flows into the SC. The same in-
duced current can likewise lead to elastic co-tunneling, resulting in a forward
spin-left electron in the second TI region such that CAR and ECO currents
interfere destructively.
To study the effect of spin-polarized transport in the STI region, we per-
form 3D transport simulations on a TI with normal metal contacts at either
end and with an SC contact lying on top. The resultant matrix is very dense
due to a much larger self-energy term in the Hilbert space, and the system
sizes are greatly limited by memory constraints. As such we use a system
length of 14 lattice points with the SC contact overlaid on the middle 8 lat-
tice points. We use periodic boundary conditions in the transverse direction,
and allow the thickness to vary from Nz = 3 (very thin TI film) to Nz = 9
(no surface hybridization). The three transmission amplitudes from the left
lead into the 3D system, for Nz = 8, µ1 = 1.6∆SC and µ2 = 0, are shown in
Fig. 7.4. Andreev reflection closely resembles that of a weak normal metal-
superconductor junction [125], peaking at ∆SC and decaying to zero above
the superconducting gap energy. Crossed Andreev reflection follows the same
shape, but is smaller due to the greater distance between regions on either
side of the STI. Elastic co-tunneling follows the opposite trend, decaying
when NA1 is high as more current flows into the SC rather than contact 2.
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Figure 7.4: Calculated Andreev reflection, elastic co-tunneling and crossed
Andreev reflection transmission amplitudes for the full 3D TI-SC-TI
heterostructure with µ1 = 1.6∆SC and µ2 = 0.
All components are clearly even, and similar behavior occurs in the thin and
thick TI limit, with the exception that the Andreev transmissions increase
and ECO decreases in the thin limit, as the bottom surface hybridizes and
interacts with the STI region.
Figure 7.4 thus indicates no asymmetry in transmission amplitudes in spite
of spin-momentum locked incident states, and the anomalous nonlocal con-
ductance shown in Fig. 7.2 still requires explanation. Andreev reflection
does not contribute to nonlocal signals, and topological behavior may yet be
playing a role in causing the nonlocal asymmetry. We find no contribution
to nonlocal conductance that is an odd function of both µ1 and µ2, but in-
stead link this asymmetry to long-channel effect caused by a current-induced
modulation of the order parameter magnitude in the Bi2Se3 film.
We first simulate non-equilibrium transport in a trivial, long-channel wire,
as shown in Fig. 7.5. Proximity to an s–wave SC induces a singlet order
parameter, ∆S(x), which we show must converge to a self-consistent value to
satisfy the simultaneous constraints. Simulations are only performed on the
1D model, as 3D models are intractable at the necessary lattice lengths. The
real-space Hamiltonian for Eq. 2.52, for a TI in the 1D limit, with length N
and mean-field pairing under a SC beginning (ending) at lattice point NS0
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(NSN), is
HBdG =
N∑
x=1
h(x)Φ†xΦx +
N−1∑
x=1
txΦ
†
xΦx+1
+
N∑
x=1
∆S(x)[c
†
x↑c
†
x↓ − c†x↓c†x↑] +H.c.
(7.1)
where Φx = (cx↑, cx↓, c
†
x↑, c
†
x↓)
T is the real-space Nambu spinor consisting of
annihilation and creation operators at lattice site x. h(x) = (2−µ)σ0τz is the
on-site value of the Hamiltonian at lattice point x and tx = −σ0τz denotes
nearest neighbor hopping along the 1-D chain. The mean-field pairing value
of the singlet state is defined as
∆S(x) ≡ −US
2
〈cx↓cx↑ − cx↑cx↓〉, (7.2)
with singlet attraction strength US = 0.1. For computational simplicity, we
transform the Hamiltonian into a block tridiagonal structure compatible with
the recursive Green function algorithm (see Section 2.2.1),
HBdG =

H0(1) H1(1) 0 0 0
H†1(1) H0(2)
. . . 0 0
0
. . . . . . . . . 0
0 0
. . . H0(N − 1) H1(N − 1)
0 0 0 H†1(N − 1) H0(N)

, (7.3)
where
H0(x) =
[
h(x) ∆S(x)
∆†S(x) −h∗(x)
]
(7.4)
and
H1(x) =
[
tx 0
0 −t∗x
]
. (7.5)
We set NS0 = 16 and NSN = N − 15 to provide a sufficiently long non-
superconducting region between the contacts and the SC. In order to simu-
late a system in which the STI region is comparable to the superconducting
coherence length, we set N ∼ 230, ~vF = 1.0 eV·A˚ and |∆SC | ∼ 0.01 eV, so
that the characteristic length of the system is ξ = ~vF/∆SC ∼ 100 and the
length of the STI region is twice the characteristic length.
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Figure 7.5: Schematic depiction of the simulated 1D wire with
proximity-induced order parameter.
The Green’s function response of the system is calculated in the presence
of semi-infinite normal contacts connected to lattice locations h(1) and h(N).
CAR vanishes in the long-channel limit, and ECO exhibits a small asymme-
try. The largest contribution to the asymmetry in nonlocal conductance,
however, is brought about by normal Andreev reflection, dINA2/dµ1, which
is plotted in Fig. 7.6. The nonlocal conductance is odd about both µ1 and
µ2 and provides a strong negative contribution to the nonlocal conductance
when sign(µ1) = -sign(µ2), in good agreement with experimental measure-
ment in Fig. 7.2 (mapping Vi to µi flips the nonlocal conductance map about
both V1 and V2, resulting in the same overall shape). The asymmetry occurs
even well below the superconducting gap energy, ∆SC , in good agreement
with Fig. 7.2, and indicates that the nonlocal anomaly is not an artifact of
topological behavior.
The asymmetric anomaly can be understood by focusing on the self-consistent
order parameter that accumulates in the nanowire underneath the SC, shown
in Fig. 7.7. ∆S(x) is a peak value when no current flows along it, but decays
when a bias is applied to one of the contacts. The larger order parameter
forms a barrier for incoming current and forces current instead into the SC
lead, increasing NA2 and slightly decreasing ECO. However, when ∆S(x)
decays, Andreev reflection will decrease while ECO increases, due to the
smaller barrier seen by the injected carriers. Because ∆S(x) is smallest when
the signs of the contact potentials are opposite, INA2 will be minimized and
IECO will be maximized.
The overall effect is thus an asymmetry in the nonlocal conductance. The
asymmetry vanishes if the magnitude of the proximity-induced order param-
eter is pinned to an arbitrary value rather than allowed to float to a self-
consistent value. The experimental asymmetry is most likely indicative of a
weak, proximity-induced order parameter that decays as supercurrent mag-
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Figure 7.6: Derivative of the Andreev reflection current in contact 2 with
respect to chemical potential in contact 1, dINA2/dµ1. Chemical potential
in contact 2 is swept for µ2 = −∆SC/4, 0,∆SC/4, plotted in red, black, and
blue, respectively.
Figure 7.7: Order parameter magnitude ∆S(x)/∆SC for various voltage
configurations. The order parameter magnitude is smallest when a net
current is induced across the channel.
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nitude increases, rather than being due to an exotic pairing configuration.
However, the fact that the proximity-induced order parameter is present and
readily accessible with transport probes provides further avenues for deter-
mining the qualitative electronic structure of the STI region.
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